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Abstract
Spectroscopic studies play a key role in the identification and analysis of interstellar
ices and their structure. Some molecules have been identified within the interstellar
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ices either as pure, mixed, or even as layered structures. Absorption band features of
water ice can significantly change with the presence of different types of impurities (CO,
CO2, CH3OH, H2CO, etc.). In this work, we carried out a theoretical investigation
to understand the behavior of water band frequency, and strength in the presence of
impurities. The computational study has been supported and complemented by some
infrared spectroscopy experiments aimed at verifying the effect of HCOOH, NH3, and
CH3OH on the band profiles of pure H2O ice. Specifically, we explored the effect on
the band strength of libration, bending, bulk stretching, and free-OH stretching modes.
Computed band strength profiles have been compared with our new and existing exper-
imental results, thus pointing out that vibrational modes of H2O and their intensities
can change considerably in the presence of impurities at different concentrations. In
most cases, the bulk stretching mode is the most affected vibration, while the bend-
ing is the least affected mode. HCOOH was found to have a strong influence on the
libration, bending, and bulk stretching band profiles. In the case of NH3, the free-OH
stretching band disappears when the impurity concentration becomes 50%. This work
will ultimately aid a correct interpretation of future detailed spaceborne observations
of interstellar ices by means of the upcoming JWST mission.
Keywords: Astrochemistry, spectra, ISM: molecules, methods: numerical, experimen-
tal, infrared: Band strength, interstellar ice.
1 Introduction
Interstellar grains mainly consist of nonvolatile silicate or carbonaceous compounds covered
by icy mantle layers. Interstellar ices play a crucial role in the chemical enrichment of
the interstellar medium (ISM). While the existence of interstellar ice was first proposed by
Eddington 1 in 1937, a turning point was marked, more than 40 years later, when Tielens and
Hagen 2 introduced a combined gas-grain chemistry for the chemical evolution of the ISM.
More recently, it has been demonstrated that even pre-biotic molecules can be produced
2
in UV-irradiated astrophysical relevant ices.3 For instance, Nuevo et al. 4 experimentally
showed that nucleobases can be formed by UV irradiation of pyrimidine in H2O-rich ice
mixtures containing NH3, CH3OH, and CH4.
The composition of interstellar ices can be determined through their absorption spectra
in the infrared (IR) region. Since the composition of ISM grain mantles strongly depends on
physical conditions,5–8 the observed spectra can be very different in different astrophysical
regions. H2O is the most dominant ice component in dense molecular clouds,
9 accounting
for 60 − 70% of the icy mantels.10 Water ice was firstly detected through the comparison
of ground-based observations of its O-H stretching band at 3278.69 cm−1 (3.05 µm) toward
Orion-KL11 and laboratory work by Irvine and Pollack 12 . Since then, several ground-based
observations were carried out to identify the signatures of water ice in different astrophys-
ical environments, with further laboratory studies supporting such observations.13–15 More
recently, water was detected by the space-borne Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) mis-
sion through its Short-Wavelength Spectrometer (SWS) and Long-Wavelength Spectrome-
ter (LWS) in the mid- and far-infrared spectral region. In the mid-IR, along with its strong
O− H stretching mode (3.05 µm), water shows weaker bending and combination bands at
1666.67 cm−1 (6.00 µm) and 2222.22 cm−1 (4.50 µm), respectively, and the libration mode
at 769.23 cm−1 (13.00 µm), which is usually blended with the grain silicate spectroscopic
features along the line of sight to star forming regions in the ISM.9
After H2, water is the second most abundant molecular species in the Universe and its gas-
phase abundance in the ISM is even comparable to that of CO. Due to the high abundance
of water in interstellar ices,16 the amount of the other species is very often expressed in
terms of the relative abundance with respect to H2O, and thus considered as impurities.
Among other solid species, CO, CO2, CH3OH, H2CO, HCOOH, NH3, CH4, and OCS have
been unambiguously identified,9 while theoretical studies suggest that N2 and O2 might be
trapped in the ice matrix as well.17 It should be noted that although homonuclear molecules
are IR inactive, they can become IR active when embedded in ice matrices. Interstellar ice
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matrices are usually classified as (i) polar ices, if dominated by polar molecules like H2O,
CH3OH, NH3, OCS, H2CO, HCOOH, and (ii) apolar ices, if they are dominated by molecules
like CO, CO2, CH4, N2, and O2. Interstellar ices are believed to be a combination of both
with a first polar (water-rich) layer and an apolar CO-dominated layer deposited on top of
it during the catastrophic freeze-out of CO molecules in the cold core of molecular clouds.18
Infrared spectroscopy is a suitable technique for identifying interstellar species, partic-
ularly, in condensed phases. However, it requires that vibrations are IR active, condition
which is fulfilled when the dipole moment changes during vibration. The IR spectrum of
a water cluster is one of the primary tools to analyze the features of the aggregation pro-
cesses in a water matrix19–21. Moreover, four vibrational modes of water, namely libration,
bending, bulk stretching, and free-OH stretching, are essential to obtain relevant information
about the water cluster itself in various astrophysical environments.19–22
However, there are some difficulties for the observation of interstellar ices in the mid-
IR, such as the need for a background illuminating source being required for absorption,
e.g. a protostar or a field star. Furthermore, peak positions, line widths, and intensities of
molecular ice features need to be known and compared to laboratory spectra, which further
depend on ice temperature, crystal structure of the ice, and mixing or layering with other
species.23–25 As a result, only a very limited number of species have been unambiguously
detected in interstellar ices. CO is routinely observed from various ground-based facilities.
In the solid phase, its abundance may vary from 3% to 20% of the water-ice. CO absorbance
shows both polar and apolar band profiles. Soifer et al. 26 reported the detection of the
fundamental vibrational band of CO at 4.61 µm (2169.20 cm−1) in absorption toward W33A,
based on the laboratory work of Mantz et al. 27 . The corresponding band profile consists of
a broad (polar) component peaking at 2136.75 cm−1 (4.68 µm) and a narrow (non-polar)
component peaking at 2141.33 cm−1 (4.67 µm).28,29 CO2 was detected in absorption at
657.89 cm−1 (15.20 µm) toward several IRAS sources by D’Hendecourt and Jourdain de
Muizon 30 , based on their laboratory work. The presence of CO2 in ice mantles was found on
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very few astrophysical objects before the launch of ISO,16 which allowed to firmly establish
the ubiquitous nature of CO2.
31–33 In the ice phase, CH3OH abundance varies between 5%
and 30% with respect to H2O. Its abundance can be even lower in some sources, such as
Sgr A and Elias 16.34 From ground-based observations, the stretching band of methanol at
2832.80 cm−1 (3.53 µm) was detected in massive protostars.35–37 The first attempt of H2CO
observation was made by Schutte et al. 38 , based on the absorption feature at 2881.84 cm−1
(3.47 µm), towards the protostellar source GL 2136 using the United Kingdom Infrared
Telescope (UKIRT). They estimated the abundance of H2CO to be ∼ 7% with respect
to H2O; however, only a small fraction of H2O is mixed with H2CO. Space-based ISO
observations39,40 estimated the formaldehyde abundance ranging between 1% and 3% in
five high mass protostellar envelopes.41 HCOOH was detected both in the solid and gas
phase.24,42,43 CH4 was simultaneously detected in both gas and ice phases toward NGC 7538
IRS 9.44 Infrared spectra from the Spitzer Space Telescope show a feature corresponding to
the bending mode of solid CH4 at 1298.70 cm
−1 (7.7 µm);45 in that work they derived its
abundance to range from 2% to 8%, with the exception of some sources where abundances
were found to be as high as 11 − 13%. Knacke et al. 46 claimed the first identification of
NH3 in interstellar grains from an IR absorption feature at 3367.00 cm
−1 (2.97 µm) (NH
stretching mode), a detection later proved to be wrong.47 Eventually, the detection of NH3
was reported by Lacy et al. 48 , who assigned an absorption feature at 1109.88 cm−1 (9.01 µm)
toward NGC 7538 IRS 9. Palumbo et al. 49 and Palumbo et al. 50 , based on their laboratory
work, identified toward a number of sources an absorption feature at 2040.82 cm−1 (4.90
µm) that can be assigned to OCS when mixed with CH3OH.
Recently, the ROSINA mass spectrometer onboard the ESA’s Rosetta spacecraft has dis-
covered an abundant amount of molecular oxygen, O2, in the coma of the 67P/Churyumov-
Gerasimenko comet, thus deriving the ratio O2/H2O = 3.80± 0.85%.51 Neutral mass spec-
trometer data obtained during the ESA’s Giotto flyby are consistent with abundant amounts
of O2 in the coma of comet 1P/Halley, the O2/H2O ratio being evaluated to be 3.70±1.7%.52
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This makes O2 the third most abundant species. In the ISM, O2 and N2 are nearly absent
in the gas phase because they are depleted on grains in the form of solid.17 Since N2 and O2
do not possess dipole moment, they cannot be detected using radio observations. However,
N2 and O2 might be detected by their weak IR active fundamental transition in solid phase,
which lies around 4.3 µm for N2 and around 6.4 µm for O2.
23,53
To date, infrared observations suggest that the ice mantles in molecular clouds are unam-
biguously composed of the few aforementioned molecules.54 However, more complex species,
such as complex organic molecules (COMs), are also expected to be frozen on ice grains in
dense cores. The low sensitivity or low resolution of available observations combined with
spectral confusion in the infrared region can cause the weak features due to solid COMs
to be hidden by those due to more abundant ice species. The upcoming NASA’s James
Webb Space Telescope (JWST; https://jwst.stsci.edu) space mission set to explore the
molecular nature of the Universe and the habitability of planetary systems promises to be
a giant leap forward in our quest to understand the origin of molecules in space. The high-
resolution of the spectrometers onboard the JWST will enable the search of new COMs in
interstellar ices and will shed lights on different ice morphologies, thermal histories, and mix-
ing environments. JWST will be able to map the sky and see right through and deep into
massive clouds of gas and dust that are opaque in the visible. However, the large amount
of spectral data provided by JWST could be analyzed only if extensive spectral laboratory
and modeling datasets are available to interpret such data. The work presented here aims at
gaining information on the effect of intermolecular interactions in interstellar relevant ices,
thus providing some valuable new laboratory and computed absorption spectra of water-rich
ices. These will be useful for the interpretation of future observations in the mid-infrared
spectral region.
In this paper, a detailed systematic study of the four fundamental vibrational modes of
water in presence of various molecular species with different concentration ratios has been
carried out. Since water is the major component of interstellar ice matrix, the latter is
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considered as composed of water molecules with the other compounds being impurities or
pollutants. Since the hydrogen bonding network of pure water clusters in the solid state
is strongly affected by increasing concentration of impurities, the spectra of the water pure
ice is remarkably different from that of ice containing other species. Indeed, ice bands are
very sensitive to intermolecular interactions,55 with both strength and band profiles being
affected.20,21,56 The changes in the spectral behavior and band strengths are primarily due to
molecular size, proton affinity, and polarity of the pollutants. To the best of our knowledge,
there are not similar studies on liquid water systems as some of the impurity species chosen
here are water-soluble. A large number of studies have been devoted to vibrational spectra
of diluted aqueous solutions of species corresponding to the polar impurities we considered
in the present study. However, the attention is usually focused on the variation of the
vibrational properties of the solute and not of the solvent57–59. In a broader context, some
infrared studies are available for the whole solubility range of some species60,61.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the methodology. In Section
3, we briefly discuss the experimental details. Results and discussions are presented in
Section 4, and finally, in Section 5, the concluding remarks are reported.
2 Methodology
There are three established structures of water ice (with a local density of 0.94 g cm−3)
formed by vapor deposition at low-pressure. Two of them are crystalline (hexagonal and
cubic) and one is a low-density amorphous form.62 High-density amorphous water ice (with
a local density 1.07 g cm−3) also exists and can be formed by the vapor deposition at low
temperatures.62 Pradzynski et al. 63 experimentally analyzed the number of water molecules
needed to generate the smallest ice crystal. According to that study, the appearance of
crystallization is first observed for 275± 25 and 475± 25 water molecules, these aggregates
showing the well-known band of crystalline ice around 3200 cm−1 (in the OH-stretching
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region). Blake and Jenniskens 62 found experimentally that the onset of crystallization occurs
at 148 K. Since we aim to validate our calculations for the low-temperature and low-pressure
regime, we focus on the amorphous ices showing a peak in the IR spectrum at around 3400
cm−1. However, since it is not clear how many water molecules are necessary to mimic
the amorphous nature of water ice, we considered pure water clusters of different sizes and
studied their absorption spectra. For this purpose, we have optimized water clusters of
increasing size at different levels of theory. The water clusters considered are: 2H2O (dimer),
4H2O (tetramer), 6H2O (hexamer), 8H2O (octamer), and 20H2O, with their structures being
optimized with three different methods (B3LYP, B2PLYP, and QM/MM) as explained in
Section 2.1. The specific choice of these cluster models is based on experimental outcomes.
Experimentally, it has been demonstrated that the water dimer has a nearly linear hydrogen
bonded structure.64 The water clusters with 4 H2O molecules are cyclic in the gas phase.
65
Moving to a 6 H2O cluster, different structures are available: a three-dimensional cage in
the gas phase66 and cyclic (chair) in the liquid helium droplet.67 For 8H2O, an octamer cube
has been found in gaseous states.19 Finally, the 20H2O cluster has been considered to check
the direct effect of the environment, with more details being provided in the computational
detail section.
Using the optimized structures of the series of clusters above, harmonic frequencies have
been computed and the band strengths of the four fundamental modes have been calculated
by assuming the integration bounds as shown in Table 1. Similar integration bounds (except
for free-OH stretching mode) were considered in Bouwman et al. 20 and O¨berg et al. 21 .
Similar absorption profiles of four fundamental modes of pure water have been obtained from
our calculations, with their intensity, band positions and strengths varying for the different
cluster sizes and levels of theory used. It is thus essential to find the best compromise
between accuracy and computational cost. This means to understand which is the smallest
cluster and the cheapest level of theory able to provide a reliable description of water ice.
To this aim, we have compared the band positions and the corresponding band strengths of
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the four vibrational fundamental modes of water obtained with different cluster sizes and
different methodologies, to experimental work.
Table 1: Integration bounds for the four fundamental modes of vibration.
Integration bounds
Species Assignment Lower (cm−1) Upper (cm−1)
νlibration 500 1100
νbending 1100 1900
H2O νbulk−stretching 3000 3600
νfree−OH−stretching 3600 4000
While the outcome of this comparison will be discussed later in the text, here we antici-
pate that the 4H2O cluster in the c-tetramer configuration will be chosen as water ice unit.
To investigate the effect of impurities, a number of impurity molecules have been added in
order to obtain the desired ratio, as shown in Table 2. For example, in order to get 2:1
ratio of water:impurity(x), we considered 4 water molecules hooked up with 2 ‘x’ molecules.
However, for some systems, to have more realistic features of the water cluster, we needed to
consider more water molecules. Since it is known that the water ice clusters containing six
H2O molecules are the form of all natural snow and ice on Earth
68, we also present a case
with six H2O molecules together as a unit (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information, SI).
The cyclic hexamer (chair) configuration of the water cluster containing six H2O has been
found the most stable,19 and considered in our calculations.
Table 2: Ice mixture composition details.
H2O:X Total no. No. of No. of
of molecules water molecules pollutant molecules
1:0.25 5 4 (80.0%) 1 (20.0%)
1:0.50 6 4 (66.7%) 2 (33.3%)
1:0.75 7 4 (57.1%) 3 (42.9%)
1:1.00 8 4 (50.0%) 4 (50.0%)
Notes. Contributions in percentage are provided in the parentheses.
In Figure 1a, we present the optimized water clusters for the c-tetramer configuration.
The same structure was considered by Ohno et al. 19 and others69–71. Since four H atoms are
available for interacting with the impurities by means of hydrogen bond, in our calculations
we can reach up to a 1 : 1 ratio between the water and the impurity (i.e., we can reach up
9
Figure 1: Optimized structures for (a) pure water and for the 4 : 4 concentration ratio: (b)
H2O− HCOOH, (c) H2O− NH3, (d) H2O− CH3OH, (e) H2O− CO, (f) H2O− CO2, (g)
H2O− H2CO, (h) H2O− CH4, (i) H2O−OCS, (j) H2O− N2, (k) H2O−O2 clusters.
to 50% concentration of the impurity in the ice mixture).
In order to understand the effect of impurities on the band strengths of the four fun-
damental bands considered, we have calculated the area under the curve for each band for
different mixtures of pure water and pollutants. The band strength has then been derived
using the following relation (introduced in Bouwman et al. 20 and O¨berg et al. 21):
AbandH2O:x=1:y =
∫
band
IH2O:x=1:y ×
AH2Oband∫
band IH2O
, (1)
where AbandH2O:x is the calculated band strength of the vibrational water mode in the 1 : y
mixture, IH2O:x=1:y is its integrated area, A
H2O
band is the band strength of the water modes
available from the literature, and
∫
band IH2O is the integrated area under the vibrational mode
for pure water ice. The experimental absorption band strengths of the three modes of pure
water ice are taken from Gerakines et al. 22 , who carried out measurements with amorphous
water at 14 K. The adopted values are 2 × 10−16, 1.2 × 10−17, 3.1 × 10−17 cm molecule−1,
for the bulk stretching (3280 cm−1), bending (1660 cm−1), and libration mode (760 cm−1),
respectively. Our ab-initio calculations refer to the temperature at 0 K. For the calculation
of the band strengths, we are considering the strongest feature of that band. Since for the
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free-OH stretching mode no experimental values exist, we consider the result AH2Ofree−OH =
2.09× 10−17 and 2.52× 10−17 cm molecule−1 for the c-tetramer and hexamer water clusters,
respectively.
2.1 Computational details
As already mentioned, quantum-chemical calculations have been performed to evaluate the
changes of the absorption features of four different fundamental modes, namely, (i) libration,
(ii) bending, (iii) bulk stretching, and (iv) free-OH stretching of water in the presence of
impurities (CO, CO2, CH3OH, H2CO, HCOOH, CH4, NH3, OCS, N2, and O2). High-level
quantum chemical calculations (such as CCSD(T) method and hybrid force field method)
are proven to be the best suited for reproducing the experimental data.72,73 However, due to
the dimension of our targeted species, these levels of theory are hardly applicable.
As already anticipated, different DFT functionals have been tested. Most computations
have been carried out using the B3LYP hybrid functional74,75 in conjunction with the 6-
31G(d) basis set (Gaussian 09 package76). Some test computations have also been performed
by using the B2PLYP double-hybrid functional77 in conjunction with the the m-aug-cc-pVTZ
basis set,78 in which the d functions have been removed on hydrogen atoms (maug-cc-pVTZ-
dH). In this case, harmonic force fields have been obtained employing analytic first and
second derivatives79 available in the Gaussian 16 suite of programs.80 The reliability and
effectiveness of this computational model in the evaluation of vibrational frequencies and
intensities have been documented in several studies (see, for example, ref. 81). We have
also performed anharmonic calculations (at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level) for the H2O-CO
and H2O-NH3 systems in order to check the effect of anharmonicity on the band strength
profiles of the four water fundamental modes.
The spectral features of the astrophysical ices can be altered in both active (direct) and
passive (bulk) ways. Following a consolidated practice,82 to include the passive contribution
of the bulk ice on the spectral properties of the ice mixtures considered, we embedded our
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explicit cluster in a continuum solvation field to represent local effects on the ice mixture.
To this end, we resorted to the integral equation formalism (IEF) variant of the Polarizable
Continuum Model (PCM).83 The solute cavity has been built by using a set of interlocking
spheres centered on the atoms with the following radii (in A˚): 1.443 for hydrogen, 1.925 for
carbon, 1.830 for nitrogen, and 1.750 for oxygen, each of them scaled by a factor of 1.1,
which is the default value in Gaussian. For the ice dielectric constant, that of bulk water
(ε = 78.355) has been used, although any dielectric constant larger than about 30 would lead
to very similar results. In addition, we have also performed QM/MM geometry optimizations
of a pure water cluster containing 4 H2O molecules, in which all but one molecule at the
square vertexes were put in the MM layer (see Figure 2, left panel). A pure water cluster
system containing 20 H2O molecules has also been considered. For this, we started from the
coordinates of the full QM optimization and selected two alternative sets of four innermost
molecules at the center of the cluster with a complete hydrogen bond network (determined
with a geometric criterion84) with first neighbor water molecules; the remaining 16 molecules
were described at the MM level (see Figure 2, right panel). All QM/MM85 calculations were
carried out with the Gaussian 1680 code (rev. C01) using the hybrid B3LYP functional in
conjunction with the 6-31 G(d) basis set. Atom types and force field parameters for water
molecules in the MM layer were assigned according to the SPC-Fw flexible water model;86
the choice was driven by (i) the necessity for a flexible, 3-body classical water model and
(ii) the accuracy with which the selected model reproduced ice Ih properties. Solvent effects
were mimicked by using PCM.87 The vibrational analysis results from QM/MM calculations
are provided in Tables S10, S11, and S12 in the SI.
3 Experimental Methods
Literature laboratory data are here used whenever possible to constrain simulations.20,21 In
the cases of formic acid, ammonia, and methanol in water ice, new experiments have been
12
Figure 2: Left: 4 water system; the single QM water molecule is depicted in ball and
stick representation and the 3 MM molecules in licorice representation; O-H distances are
indicated too. It is to be noted that the four H2O can be considered equivalent, Right:
Innermost water molecules described at QM level (ball and stick) and surrounding molecules
described at MM level (lines) for the 20H2O system. (a) Configuration 1. (b) Configuration
2.
performed using the high vacuum (HV) Portable Astrochemistry Chamber (PAC) at the
Open University (OU) in the United Kingdom. A detailed description of the system is re-
ported elsewhere.88 Briefly, the main chamber is a commercial conflat flange cube (Kimball
Physics Inc.) connected to a turbo molecular pump (300 l/s), a custom made stainless steel
dosing line through an all metal leak valve, a cold finger of a closed-cycle He cryostat (Sum-
itomo Cryogenics) and two ZnSe windows suitable for IR spectroscopy. During operation,
the base pressure in the chamber is in the 10−9 mbar range, and the base temperature of
the cold finger is 20 K. In thermal contact with the cryostat, the substrate is a ZnSe win-
dow (20 mm x 2 mm). A DT-670 silicon diode temperature sensor (LakeShore Cryotronics)
is connected to the substrate to measure its temperature, while a Kapton flexible heater
(Omegalux) is used to change its temperature. Diode and heater are both connected to an
external temperature controller (Oxford Instruments).
Gaseous samples were prepared and mixed in a pre-chamber (dosing line) before be-
ing dosed into the main chamber through an all metal leak valve. A mass-independent
pressure transducer was used to control the amount of gas components mixed in the pre-
chamber. Chemicals were purchased at Sigma-Aldrich with the highest purity available
[HCOOH (>95%), NH3 (99.95%), and CH3OH (99.8%)]. Ices were grown insitu by direct
vapour deposition onto the substrate at normal incidence via a 3 mm nozzle that is 20 mm
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away from the sample. Infrared spectroscopy was performed in transmission using a Fourier
Transform infrared (FTIR; Nicolet Nexus 670) spectrometer with an external Mercury cad-
mium telluride (MCT) detector. A background spectrum comprising 512 co-added scans
was acquired before deposition at 20 K and used as reference spectrum for all the spectra
collected after deposition to remove all the infrared signatures along the beam pathway that
were not originated by the ice sample. Each IR spectrum is a collection of 256 co-added
scans. The IR path was purged with dry compressed air to remove water vapour.
4 Results and Discussions
In this section, first of all, the pure water ice will be addressed in order to establish the best
compromise between accuracy and computational cost for the description of the water ice
unit cell. To this aim, we will resort on the comparison with experiment. Then, we will move
to the ice containing impurities. To further proceed with the validation of our protocol, water
ice containing HCOOH, NH3, CH3OH, CO, and CO2 as impurities will be investigated, thus
exploiting the comparison between experiment and computations. This will also involve, as
mentioned above, new measurements. Finally, in the last part, our protocol will be extend
to the study of water ices with H2CO, CH4, N2, and O2 as impurities.
4.1 Part 1. Validation
4.1.1 Band strength of pure water
In Table 3, the water band positions obtained with different methods and different sizes of
the water cluster are compared with experimental data. Since computations provide several
frequencies corresponding to a single mode of vibration, for the sake of comparison, we have
reported the computed frequencies of the four fundamental modes after convolving them with
a Gaussian function with an adequate width89 (all transition frequencies are collected in the
Appendix, Table A1). The comparison of Table 3 is graphically summarized in Figure
14
3. The left panel shows the average deviation of the band position of three fundamental
modes of water (libration, bending, and stretching) from the experimental counterpart22. It
is interesting to note that the band positions obtained using the tetramer configuration and
the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory provides the best agreement. The right panel shows
the average deviation of the band strengths from experiments. QM/MM calculations for
the 20 water-molecule cluster (as described in the computational details) show the minimum
deviation from experimental data. The results obtained for the tetramer configuration, both
at the B3LYP and B2PLYP level, also provide small deviations. Based on the results of the
comparison carried out, the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory and the tetramer configuration
have been found to be a suitable combination to describe the water cluster with a limited
computational cost.
Table 3: Absorption band strengths and band positions (within parentheses; in cm−1) of
pure water ice.
Vibration Experiment Computed values in cm molecule−1 and band position in cm−1
mode Gerakines
et al. 22
Dimer c-Tetramer c-Hexamar (chair) Octamer (cube)
B3LYP-631G(d) B3LYP-631G(d) B3LYP-631G(d) B3LYP-631G(d)
Libration 3.1×10−17
(760)
2.70× 10−17(670) 2.40× 10−17(733) 1.17× 10−16(870) 1.27× 10−17(848)
Bending 1.2×10−17
(1660)
2.23× 10−17(1710) 4.18× 10−17(1714) 4.62× 10−17(1730) 6.85× 10−17(1717)
Stretching 2.0×10−16
(3280)
8.27× 10−17(3540) 3.11× 10−16(3298) 5.53× 10−16(3220) 3.89× 10−16(3320)
Free-OH − 1.35× 10−17(3810) 2.10× 10−17(3775) 2.52× 10−17(3780) 1.52× 10−17(3788)
Vibration Experiment Computed values in cm molecule−1 and band position in cm−1
mode Gerakines
et al. 22
c-Tetramer 1H2O(QM)+3H2O(MM) 4H2O(QM)+16H2O(MM)
B2PLYP/m-aug-cc-pVTZ B3LYP-631G(d) B3LYP-631G(d)
Libration 3.1×10−17
(760)
3.94× 10−17(714) 7.91× 10−17(669) 4.9× 10−17(720)
Bending 1.2×10−17
(1660)
2.93× 10−17(1635) 2.37× 10−17(1431) 1.88× 10−17(1426)
Stretching 2.0×10−16
(3280)
2.97× 10−16(3477) 2.68× 10−17(3593) 1.76× 10−16(3565)
Free-OH − 2.40× 10−17(3865) 6.24× 10−18(3797) 2.52× 10−17(3636)
In the following sections, the results for water ice with HCOOH and NH3 as impurities
are first reported and discussed, thereby exploiting the outcomes of new experiments. Then,
we move to the CH3OH-H2O ice for which new experimental results have been obtained.
For the last two cases addressed, namely CO-H2O and CO2-H2O, the experimental data for
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Figure 3: Deviation of computed band positions (left panel) and band strengths (right panel)
from experiments.
the comparison have been taken from the literature. Unless otherwise stated, we use the
c-tetramer configuration for the rest of our calculations.
4.1.2 HCOOH ice
Infrared spectra were measured for various mixtures of H2O and HCOOH ice deposited at
20 K, as explained in the experimental details section (see Section 3). These, normalized
with respect to the O-H stretch, are shown in Figure 4a. A minor contamination due to CO2
was detected in some experiments. In all experiments, the amount of CO2 deposited in the
ice was found to be between 1000 and more than 100 times less abundant than H2O and
HCOOH, respectively. Therefore, we do not expect that the CO2 contamination affects the
recorded IR spectra profiles.
The mixture ratios were determined from the fit of the the spectrum of a selected mix-
ture, the measurement of the area of the water band at 3333.33 cm−1 (3.00 µm), and the
comparison with the pure water counterparts. For HCOOH, the absorption area is measured
at 1700 cm−1. In fact, HCOOH has the strongest mode at 1694.92 cm−1 (5.90 µm) which
corresponds to its C=O stretching mode. But the feature overlaps with the position of the
OH bending mode of solid water at 1666.67 cm−1 (6.00 µm). The contribution from the
water bending mode at ∼1700 cm−1 has been subtracted from the total area before the band
16
strength mentioned above being used to calculate the amount of HCOOH in the ice mixture.
The band strengths used here are 2.0 × 10−16 for H2O22 and 6.7 × 10−17 for HCOOH.24,90
Another relatively weaker mode of HCOOH at 1388.89 cm−1 (7.20 µm) was also considered
because the corresponding region is free from interfering transitions.24 As seen in Figure 4a,
the HCOOH:H2O ratios cover the 0.05 to 3.46 range. In this respect, it is worthwhile noting
that the abundances of solid phase HCOOH in the interstellar ices vary between 1% to 5%
with respect to the H2O ice.
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Moving to the computational study, Figure 1b shows how the HCOOH molecules are
bonded to the water molecules to form the 4 : 4 H2O-HCOOH mixture used in our calcu-
lations. In the Appendix, the absorption band profiles of the H2O-HCOOH clusters with
different impurity concentrations are shown (see Figure A4). The transition frequencies and
the corresponding strongest intensity values, obtained at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level, are
given in the Appendix (see Table A2). Calculations have also been carried out using the
B2PLYP functional, the results being summarized in Tables S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5 in the
SI.
To investigate how the band strength varies with impurity concentrations, the data are
fitted with a linear function Aeff = a·[X] + b, where X = HCOOH, NH3, CH3OH, CO,
CO2, H2CO, CH4, OCS, N2, and O2. The coefficient ‘a’ provides the information whether
the band strength increases or decreases by increasing the concentration of X, [X], and the
coefficient ‘b’ indicates the band strength of the vibration mode in the absence of impurities.
The fitting coefficients, for all impurity considered, are provided in Table 4. In Figure 5a,
the band strength profile as a function of the concentration of HCOOH is shown.
4.1.3 NH3 ice
Most of the intense modes of ammonia overlap with the dominant features due to water and
silicates. However, when ammonia is mixed with H2O ice, it forms hydrates that show an
intense mode at 2881.84 cm−1 (3.47 µm),16 which lies in a relative clear region. Another
17
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Figure 4: (a) IR spectra for different HCOOH:H2O ice mixtures deposited at T= 20 K.
(b) IR spectra for different NH3:H2O ice mixtures deposited at T= 20 K. (c) IR spectra of
different CH3OH:H2O ice mixtures deposited at T= 30 K. The color legend is explained in
the insets. All IR spectra are normalized with respect to the O-H stretching band.
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Figure 5: Band strengths of the four fundamental vibration modes of water for (a)
H2O− HCOOH, (b) H2O− NH3, (c) H2O− CH3OH, (d) H2O− CO, (e) H2O− CO2, (f)
H2O− H2CO, (g) H2O− CH4, (h) H2O−OCS, (i) H2O− N2, and (j) H2O−O2 clusters
with various concentrations. The water c-tetramer configuration was used for pure water.
characteristic feature of ammonia is the umbrella mode at 1111.11 cm−1 (9.00 µm), which is
relatively intense, but it often overlaps with the CH3 rocking mode of methanol, thus leading
to an overestimation of the abundance of ammonia.
In this work, infrared spectra were recorded for various mixing ratios of H2O-NH3 ice
deposited at 20 K. The IR spectra, normalized with respect to the most intense bend (i.e.
the O-H stretching mode), are shown in Figure 4b. Mixing ratios were derived by measuring
the areas of the selected bands for H2O band (at 2220 cm
−1)92 and for NH3 (umbrella mode
band at 1070 cm−1),93 with a procedure analogous to that introduced in the previous section
for HCOOH.
Figure 1c shows the optimized geometry of the H2O-NH3 system with a 4 : 4 ratio as
obtained from our quantum-chemical calculations. In the Appendix, Figure A5 depicts the
absorption band profiles of H2O-NH3 mixtures with various concentrations. The transition
frequencies and the corresponding intensity values are provided in the Appendix as well (see
Table A2). The vibrational analysis has also been carried out at a higher level of theory,
thereby using the B2PLYP functional. The results are reported in Tables S6, S7, S8, and
S9 in the SI. Figure 5b shows the band strengths as a function of the concentration of the
20
impurity under consideration, i.e. NH3.
4.1.4 Comparison between experiment and simulations
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Figure 6: Comparison of computed and experimental IR spectra (0 - 4000 cm−1) for pure
water as well as water with HCOOH and NH3 as impurities. We have used harmonic fre-
quencies for the computed spectra and the intensity is scaled with a factor 1000 to have best
match with the experimental one.
In Figure 6, the comparison between experimentally obtained spectra and our computed
spectra for pure water, H2O-HCOOH mixture, and H2CO-NH3 mixture is shown. We note a
good agreement between experimental and theoretical absorption spectra. Figure 7 shows the
comparison between the experimental (dotted lines) and theoretical (solid and dashed lines)
band strengths of the four water bands as a function of the concentration of HCOOH and
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NH3. From Figure 7, it is evident that the experimental strength of the libration and bending
modes increases by increasing the concentration of HCOOH. On the contrary, the strength
of the stretching and free OH modes shows a decreasing trend. These behaviors should be
compared with the B2PLYP/mug-cc-pVTZ (dashed) and B3PLYP/6-31G(d) (solid) trends.
For the libration and bending band strength profiles, there is a qualitative agreement with
experiments. In the case of the stretching and free OH modes, theoretical band strength
profiles deviate from experimental work. The lack of experimental data in the 3600-4000
cm−1 range (see Figure 4a) may have contributed to this disagreement. Concerning the
comparison of the two levels of theory, it is noted that there is a rather good agreement. In
case of H2O-HCOOH mixture, HCOOH can act as both hydrogen bond donor and hydrogen
bond acceptor. We considered both the interactions and noted that, if we consider HCOOH
as H-bond acceptor, the band strength of three modes (libration, bending, and stretching)
are lower with respect to case where HCOOH was treated as H-bond donor. But in the case
of the free-OH mode, the band strength slope increases (See Figure A2 in the Appendix).
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Figure 7: Comparison between the calculated and experimental band strength profiles with
various concentration of HCOOH and NH3.
Moving to ammonia, the experimental data of Figure 7 show that the band strength of the
free-OH stretching mode nearly vanishes when a 50% concentration of the impurity (NH3) is
reached. This feature interestingly supports our calculated spectra shown in the Appendix
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(see Figure A5 last panel). Libration and bending modes have, instead, an opposite trend,
with the band strength increasing by increasing the concentration of NH3. The band strength
of the stretching mode shows a slightly decreasing trend with the concentration of NH3.
From the inspection of Figure 7 it is evident that both sets of theoretical results (B3LYP
and B2PLYP) are in reasonably good agreement with experimental data for the libration,
bending, and free-OH modes. Interestingly, the results obtained using the lower level of
theory are in better agreement with experiments. In Figure A1 (in the Appendix), the
comparison of band strengths evaluated using (a) harmonic and (b) anharmonic calculations
is shown. To investigate the effect of anharmonicity on the band strengths, we have only
considered fundamental bands in the 0 to 3600 cm−1 frequency range. From our experimental
study on the H2O-NH3 system, as already mentioned, we obtained an increasing trend of
the band strength for the libration, bending, and stretching modes with the increase in
concentration of NH3, whereas the band strength decreases for the free OH mode and tends
to zero with 50% concentration of NH3. When using harmonic calculations for all four
fundamental modes, trends similar to what obtained from experiment were found. But,
if we consider anharmonic calculations, only the behavior of the stretching mode is well
reproduced. All other modes deviate from the experimental results. While not claiming that
harmonic calculations are better than the anharmonic ones, this comparison seems to suggest
that the former show a better error compensation. A similar outcome has been obtained for
the H2O-CO system and will be briefly addressed later in the text.
Based on the comparisons discussed above, the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory provides
reliable results. Therefore, it has been employed in the following investigations. First of all,
the comparison between computed and experimental band strengths for the H2O-CH3OH,
CO-H2O, and CO2-H2O mixtures will be considered to further support its suitability.
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4.1.5 CH3OH ice
In this work, the effect of the CH3OH concentration on the band profiles of water ice has been
experimentally investigated. In the case of methanol, CO2 gas is still present in the system
(i.e., outside the vacuum chamber) in quantities that vary in time causing negative and/or
positive contributions to CO2 gas-phase absorption features with respect to the background
spectrum, as evident in Figure 4c at ∼2340 cm−1. Such contamination is most likely due
to the dosing line, but its negligible amount should not affect the final results. Figure 4c
shows the experimental absorption spectra for various CH3OH-H2O ice mixtures deposited
at T= 30 K. The spectra are normalized to 1 with respect to the maximum of the O-H
stretch band.
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Figure 8: Comparison between calculated and experimental band strength profiles as a
function of CH3OH concentration. Stars represent the experimental data points.
Figure 1d shows the optimized structure of the H2O-CH3OH mixture with a 4 : 4 concen-
tration ratio. It is noted that a weak hydrogen bond is expected to be formed. The simulated
IR spectra for different concentrations are shown in Figure A6 (in the Appendix). Peak
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positions, integral absorption coefficients, and band assignments for various H2O-CH3OH
mixtures are collected in Table A2 in the Appendix. The computed band strengths as a
function of different concentrations are shown in Figure 5c. The computed strength of the
bending mode gradually increases with CH3OH concentration (see Figure 8; right panel),
which is in qualitative agreement with the experimental results.88 In case of the stretching
mode, computationally, a slight increasing trend of the band strength is noted, whereas ex-
perimental results show an opposite trend (see Figure 8; left panel). Because of the lack of
experimental spectra, we cannot compare the band strength of the libration and free OH
modes. In case of H2O-CH3OH mixtures, methanol can act as both hydrogen bond donor
and hydrogen bond acceptor. We considered both possibilities and found that if we consider
methanol as hydrogen bond donor, the band strength of all four modes show an increasing
trend. On the other hand, if we consider methanol as hydrogen bond acceptor, the band
strengths of three modes, namely libration, bending, and stretching, present trends similar
to the previous case (where methanol acts as hydrogen bond donor), while the free-OH band
shows a less pronounced behavior (see Figure A3 in the Appendix).
4.1.6 CO ice
Figure 1e depicts the H2O-CO optimized structure with a 4 : 4 concentration ratio: the four
CO molecules interact with the H atoms of the water molecules not involved in the hydrogen
bond (interaction of the O atom of CO with the hydrogen atom of water). However, for
the H2O-CO system, the interaction can take place through both O and C of CO with the
hydrogen atom of H2O
94. We have considered both types of interaction and evaluated their
effects on the band strengths. However we did not find any significant difference. Thus, we
only discuss the band strength of the H2O-CO mixture with the interaction on the O side of
CO. For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned that there is also another type of
interaction, which occurs between the pi bond of CO and one water-hydrogen, and it gives
rise to a T shaped complex95. However, according to a computational study by Collings et
25
al.95, this has a negligible effect on IR vibrational bands. As a consequence we have not
investigated in detail this kind of complex. The simulated IR absorption spectra of the four
fundamental vibrational modes for various compositions are shown in the Appendix (see
Figure A7). The four fundamental frequencies of water ice change significantly by increasing
the concentration of CO. The most intense peak positions and the corresponding integral
abundance coefficients for different H2O-CO mixtures are provided in the Appendix (see
Table A2). In Figure 5d, the integrated intensities of water vibrational modes are plotted as
a function of the CO concentration. It is noted that the strength of the libration, bending,
and stretching modes decreases with the concentration of CO. The free OH mode shows
instead a sharp increase of the band strength when increasing the CO concentration. In Table
4, the resulting linear fit coefficients are collected together with the available experimental
values for H2O-CO mixtures deposited at 15 K.
20 It is noted that theoretical band strength
slopes are in rather good agreement with experimental results.20 For the H2O-CO system,
anharmonic calculations have also been carried out. While the band strengths of the bending
and stretching modes have a similar trend as experimental data, a deviation is noted for the
libration mode (see Figure A1 in the Appendix).
To check the effect of dispersion, B3LYP-D3/6-31G(d) calculations have been performed,
with D3 denoting the correction for dispersion effects96. B3LYP-D3 calculations have been
carried out for H2O-CO, H2O-CH4, H2O-N2, and H2O-O2 systems. In Figure 9a, we have
shown the comparison of the band strengths of different vibrational modes of water with
and without the dispersion correction for the H2O-CO system. The overall conclusion is
that there is a good agreement with the experimental band strengths when dispersion effect
is not considered. On the contrary, when the dispersion correction is included, our computed
band strength profile shows a different trend. The libration and bending modes present a
positive slope with the increase in impurity concentration, whereas experimental results
show a negative slope. For the free OH mode, a slight increasing trend of the band strength
is obtained, whereas the experimental band strength presents a sharp increase with the
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concentration of CO. The band strength of the stretching mode has a similar behaviour
with dispersion and without dispersion, and in agreement with the experimental result20(see
Figure 3). Thus, in summary, while we are not claiming that the dispersion effects are not
important for the systems investigated, we have noted that neglecting them we obtain a
consistent description of the experimental behaviour (probably due to a fortuitous errors
compensation).
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Figure 9: Comparison of the band strengths of the four fundamental modes of water for
various mixtures of (a) H2O-CO, (b) H2O-CH4, (c) H2O-N2, and (d) H2O-O2 by considering
or not the dispersion effect.
4.1.7 CO2 ice
Figure 1f shows the optimized geometry of the 4 : 4 mixture of H2O:CO2. The absorption
features of water ice for different CO2 concentrations are shown in the Appendix (see Figure
27
Table 4: Linear fit coefficients for the H2O− X (X = HCOOH, NH3, CH3OH, CO, CO2,
H2CO, CH4, OCS, N2, and O2) mixtures.
Mixture Vibrational Linear coefficients
mode Constant Slope
[10−16 cm molecule−1] [10−19 cm molecule−1]
H2O-HCOOH νlibration 2.45 (0.26)
a 132.73 (0.90)a
νbending 0.58 (0.05)
a 184.25 (14.40)a
νstretching 1.80 (1.90)
a 48.60 (-7.30)a
νfree−OH 0.20 (0.16)a 9.80 (-0.40)a
H2O-NH3 νlibration 0.27 (0.34)
a 6.11 (5.00)a
νbending 0.09 (0.12)
a 5.48 (2.20)a
νstretching 1.90 (2.38)
a 0.41 (-14.4)a
νfree−OH 0.21 (0.12)a -4.21 (-2.1)a
H2O-CH3OH νlibration 0.25 10.0
νbending 0.12 2.00
νstretching 1.92 32.00
νfree−OH 0.26 2.65
H2O-CO νlibration 0.30 (0.30±0.02)20 -0.32 (-2.1±0.4)20
νbending 0.12 (0.13±0.02)20 -0.016 (-1.0 ±0.3)20
νstretching 1.98 (2.0±0.1)20 -3.2 (-16±3)20
νfree−OH 0.18 (0.0)20 5.69 (1.2 ±0.1)20
H2O-CO2 νlibration 0.3 (0.32±0.02)21 2.07 (-3.2±0.4)21
νbending 0.11 (0.14±0.01)21 0.12 (-0.5±0.2)21
νstretching 2.02 (2.1±0.1)21 -0.22 (-22±2)21
νfree−OH 0.19 (0.0)21 10.02 (1.62±0.07)21
H2O-H2CO νlibration 0.26 5.73
νbending 0.10 4.59
νstretching 1.92 0.10
νfree−OH 0.13 16.53
H2O-CH4 νlibration 0.31 0.53
νbending 0.11 1.18
νstretching 2.01 3.39
νfree−OH 0.20 0.52
H2O-OCS νlibration 0.30 0.42
νbending 0.11 0.23
νstretching 1.96 2.18
νfree−OH 0.17 0.13
H2O-N2 νlibration 0.31 -0.30
νbending 0.12 0.17
νstretching 0.12 0.11
νfree−OH 0.17 7.75
H2O-O2 νlibration 0.31 -0.23
νbending 0.12 -0.13
νstretching 2.02 4.71
νfree−OH 0.13 13.80
Notes. Experimental values are provided in the parentheses. aThis work.
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A8). The most intense frequencies for the various H2O-CO2 mixtures are summarized in
the Appendix as well (see Table A2). The trend of the band strength as a function of CO2
concentrations is shown in Figure 5e. For the free-OH mode, a rapid increase with CO2
concentration is noted, which is in good agreement with the experimental results by O¨berg
et al. 21 . Computed band strengths of the libration and bending modes also increase by in-
creasing the CO2 concentration, which is however in contrast with the available experimental
data.21 The band strength of the bulk stretching mode decreases instead with CO2 concen-
tration, in reasonable good agreement with the available experiments.21 FTIR spectroscopy
of the matrix-isolated molecular complex H2O-CO2 shows that CO2 does not form a weak
hydrogen bond with H2O,
97 but instead CO2 destroys the bulk hydrogen bond network.
This may cause a large decrease in the band strength of the bulk stretching mode, while
the intermolecular O-H bond strength increases with the CO2 concentration. Therefore, the
disagreement between calculated and experimental band strengths could be thus due to the
cluster size of water molecules. In Table 4, the resulting linear fit coefficients are reported,
together with the available experimental values for the H2O-CO2 mixture deposited at 15
K.21
4.2 Part 2. Applications
The results discussed in previous sections suggest that the water c-tetramer structure to-
gether with harmonic B3LYP/6-31G(d) calculations are able to predict the experimental
results presented here as well as literature data. Thus, to study the effect of other impu-
rities (H2CO, CH4, OCS, N2, and O2) on pure water ice, we have further exploited this
methodology. Additionally, the effect of impurities on the band strengths of the four funda-
mental bands has also been studied by considering the c-hexamer (chair) structure and the
corresponding results are provided in the SI (see Figure S2).
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4.2.1 H2CO ice
The strongest modes of formaldehyde (H2CO) lie at 1724.14 cm
−1 (5.80 µm) and 1497.01
cm−1 (6.68 µm). Figure 1g depicts the optimized structure of the 4 : 4 H2O− H2CO mixture.
The desired ratio is attained upon formation of the hydrogen bond between the O atom of
H2CO and the dangling H atoms of H2O. The effect of formaldehyde on water IR spectrum
is shown in the Appendix (see Figure A9). Frequencies, integral absorption coefficients, and
mode assignments are reported in the Appendix as well (see Table A2). The band strength
profiles as a function of the concentration of H2O are shown in Figure 5f. Similar to the
methanol-water mixture, all band strengths are found to increase with the concentration of
formaldehyde, the free-OH stretching mode being the most affected.
4.2.2 CH4 ice
CH4 cannot be observed by means of rotational spectroscopy since it has no permanent dipole
moment. The optimized structure of the H2O− CH4 system with a 4 : 4 ratio is shown in
Figure 1h. The absorption IR spectra for different H2O− CH4 mixtures are depicted in
the Appendix (see Figure A10). Peak positions, integral absorption coefficients, and band
assignments are provided in the Appendix as well (see Table A2). Figure 5g shows the band
strength variations with the concentration of CH4. All band strengths marginally increase
with the CH4 concentration. Figure 9b shows the comparison of the band strengths with
and without the incorporation of corrections for accounting for dispersion effects. For all the
four fundamental modes, differences are minor.
4.2.3 OCS ice
Garozzo et al. 98 proposed that carbonyl sulfide (OCS) is a key ingredient of the grain surface.
Its abundance in ice phase may vary between 0.05 and 0.15%.16 Figure 1i shows the optimized
structure of the 4:4 H2O-OCS. Since oxygen is more electronegative than sulfur, the O atom of
the OCS molecule is hydrogen-bonded to the water free-hydrogens. In the Appendix, Figure
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A11 shows the absorption IR band spectra for H2O-OCS clusters with various concentrations.
Figure 5h depicts the band strengths as a function of the concentration of OCS. Here, the
free-OH mode is the most affected and its band strength increases with the concentration of
OCS. All other modes roughly remain invariant by varying the amount of impurity.
4.2.4 N2 ice
N2 is a stable homonuclear molecule and, due to its symmetry, it is infrared inactive. How-
ever, when embedded in an ice matrix, the crystal field breaks the symmetry, and an infrared
transition is activated around 2325.58 cm−1 (4.30 µm). Figure 1j shows the optimized ge-
ometry of the H2O-N2 system with a 4 : 4 ratio. The IR absorption spectra of water ice
containing different amounts of N2 are shown in the Appendix (see Figure A12). The cor-
responding peak frequencies and intensities are provided in the Appendix as well (see Table
A2). The dependence of the band strengths on the N2 concentration is depicted in Figure
5i. It has been found that the slope of the band strength of the libration mode decreases,
whereas the bending, stretching, and free OH modes show an increasing trend with the con-
centration of N2. The linear fitting coefficients are provided in Table 4. Figure 9c shows
the comparison of band strengths with and without considering the dispersion effects. It is
noted that the inclusion of dispersion effect leads to small changes.
4.2.5 O2 ice
Analogously to N2, O2 is a homonuclear molecule, which is infrared inactive except when it
is embedded in an ice matrix,99,100 thus giving rise to an absorption band around 1550.39
cm−1 (6.45 µm). O2 ice is not much abundant because the largest part of the oxygen budget
in the dense molecular clouds is locked in the form of CO2, CO, water ice, and silicates. The
optimized geometry of the 4 : 4 H2O-O2 ratio is shown in Figure 1k. IR spectra for different
concentrations (Figure A13) and the corresponding peak frequencies and intensities (Table
A2) are provided in the Appendix. The dependence of band strengths upon O2 concentration
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is shown in Figure 5j. Similarly to the N2-water case, the free-OH mode is the most affected.
The slope of the band strength of the libration and bending modes decreases, whereas the
stretching and free-OH modes show an increasing trend with the concentration of O2. The
fitting coefficients for different H2O-N2 mixtures are provided in Table 4.
Figure 9d depicts the comparison of the band strengths with and without the inclusion
of dispersion effects for the H2O-O2 system. It is evident that trend of the band strength
with the impurity concentration slightly increases for the libration mode, whereas slightly
decreases for the stretching mode when corrections for dispersion effects are present. In the
case of the bending mode, the band strength rapidly increases, whereas the band strength
rapidly decreases for the free OH mode.
4.2.6 Comparison between various mixtures
To compare the effect of all impurities considered in this study on the band strength, we
have plotted the band profiles of the four fundamental modes of water ice as a function
of the concentration of impurities, the results being shown in Figure 10, top panel. For
all fundamental modes, band strengths increase with the concentration of CH3OH, H2CO,
HCOOH, CH4. To better understand their effect, in Figure 10, bottom panel, we report the
relative band strengths for the 4 : 4 ratio mixtures. From this, it is clear that the libration,
bending, and stretching modes are mostly affected by formic acid, while the free-OH mode
is mostly affected by formaldehyde. An interesting feature is found for the free-OH mode for
the NH3 − H2O system. By increasing the NH3 concentration with respect to pure water, the
band strength of the free-OH mode decreases and disappears when the 4 : 4 concentration
ratio is reached.
Figure S1 (in the SI) depicts the optimized structures of the pure water c-hexamer (chair)
configuration along with those obtained for a 6:1 concentration ratio. Figure S2 (in the SI)
collects the results for the band strength variations for the c-hexamer (chair) water cluster
configuration is considered, this being analogous to Figure 5. The geometries of water clusters
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Figure 10: Top panel: Effect of impurities on the four fundamental vibrational modes of
water. Bottom panel: Comparison of the band strengths for the four fundamental vibrational
modes as affected by impurities.
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containing 20 water molecules with HCOOH as an impurity in various concentrations are
shown in Figure S3 (in the SI) and the corresponding variations of the band strengths with
increasing concentration of HCOOH are depicted in Figure S4 (in the SI). This figure also
reports the comparison of band strength profiles for different water clusters. The structures of
the 20-water-molecule cluster have been taken from Shimonishi et al. 101 , and were obtained
by MD-annealing calculations using classical force-fields to reproduce a water cluster as a
model of the ASW surface. The comparison shown in Figure S4 (in the SI) demonstrates that
the 4H2O model provides results similar to those obtained with 6 and 20 water molecules.
This furthermore confirms the validity of our approach.
5 Conclusions
Water ice is known to be the major constituent of interstellar icy grain mantles. In-
terestingly, there have been several astronomical observations41,102 of the OH stretching
and HOH bending modes at 3278.69 cm−1 (3.05 µm) and 1666.67 cm−1 (6.00 µm), re-
spectively. It is noteworthy that the intensity ratio of these two bands is very differ-
ent from what obtained in laboratory experiments for pure water ice. This suggested
that the presence of impurities in water ice affects the spectroscopic features of water it-
self. For this reason, a series of laboratory experiments were carried out in order to ex-
plain the discrepancy between observations and experiments. Furthermore, these obser-
vations prompted us to perform an extensive computational investigation aiming to eval-
uate the effect of different amounts of representative impurities on the band strengths
and absorption band profiles of interstellar ice. We selected the most abundant impurities
(HCOOH, NH3, CH3OH, CO, CO2, H2CO, CH4, OCS, N2, and O2) and studied their ef-
fect on four fundamental vibrational bands of pure water ice by employing different cluster
models. Indeed, both the experimental and theoretical peak positions might differ from the
astronomical observations. This is because the grain shape, size, and constituents, the sur-
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rounding physical conditions, and the presence of impurities play a crucial role in tuning the
ice spectroscopic features.
Although most of the computations were performed for a cluster containing only four
water molecules as a model system (to find a trend in the absorption band strength), we
demonstrated that increasing the size of the cluster would change the band strength profile
only marginally. From the band strength profiles shown in Figure S5 (in the SI), it is appar-
ent that the stretching mode is the most affected and the bending mode is the least affected
by the presence of impurities. Libration, bending, and bulk stretching modes were found to
be most affected by HCOOH impurity, followed by CH3OH and H2CO. Another interesting
point to be noted is that the band strength of the free-OH stretching mode decreases with
increasing concentration of NH3 and completely vanishes when the concentration of NH3
becomes 50%. Most interestingly, the experimental free-OH band profile shows a decreasing
trend when water is mixed with NH3 (Figure 7, right panel), similarly to that obtained
computationally.
Finally, our computed and laboratory absorption spectra of water-rich ices will be part of
a larger infrared ice database in support of current and future observations. Understanding
the effect of impurities in interstellar polar ice analogs will be pivotal to support the un-
ambiguous identification of COMs in interstellar ice mantles by using future space missions
such as JWST.9
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Figure A1: The filled circles are the data points where we considered harmonic frequencies
and the corresponding fitted profiles are the solid lines. Solid filled squares represent the
data sets where we considered anharmonic frequencies and the corresponding fitted results
are the dotted lines.
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Figure A2: Band strength for H2O-HCOOH mixtures: (a) HCOOH as hydrogen bond donor,
and (b) HCOOH as hydrogen bond acceptor.
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Figure A3: Band strength for H2O-CH3OH mixtures: (a) CH3OH as hydrogen bond donor,
and (b) CH3OH as hydrogen bond acceptor.
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Figure A4: Absorption spectra of the four modes for water ice for the five measured compo-
sitions, ranging from pure water ice (top) to 4:4 H2O-HCOOH mixture (bottom). Black line
represent the absorbance spectra of various concentration of H2O-HCOOH, where HCOOH
is used as hydrogen bond donor and for red line HCOOH is used as hydrogen bond acceptor.
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Figure A5: Absorption spectra of the four modes for water ice for the five measured compo-
sitions, ranging from pure water ice (top) to 4:4 H2O-NH3 mixture (bottom).
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Figure A6: Absorption spectra of the four modes for water ice for the five measured compo-
sitions, ranging from pure water ice (top) to 4:4 H2O-CH3OH mixture (bottom). Black line
represent the absorbance spectra of various concentration of H2O-CH3OH, where CH3OH is
used as hydrogen bond donor and for red line CH3OH is used as hydrogen bond acceptor.
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Figure A7: Absorption spectra of the four modes for water ice for the five measured compo-
sitions, ranging from pure water ice (top) to 4:4 H2O-CO mixture (bottom).
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Figure A8: Absorption spectra of the four modes for water ice for the five measured compo-
sitions, ranging from pure water ice (top) to 4:4 H2O-CO2 mixture (bottom).
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Figure A9: Absorption spectra of the four modes for water ice for the five measured compo-
sitions, ranging from pure water ice (top) to 4:4 H2O-H2CO mixture (bottom).
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Figure A10: Absorption spectra of the four modes for water ice for the five measured com-
positions, ranging from pure water ice (top) to 4:4 H2O-CH4 mixture (bottom).
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Figure A11: Absorption spectra of the four modes for water ice for the five measured com-
positions, ranging from pure water ice (top) to 4:4 H2O-OCS mixture (bottom).
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Figure A12: Absorption spectra of the four modes for water ice for the five measured com-
positions, ranging from pure water ice (top) to 4:4 H2O-N2 mixture (bottom).
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Figure A13: Absorption spectra of the four modes for water ice for the five measured com-
positions, ranging from pure water ice (top) to 4:4 H2O-O2 mixture (bottom).
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Table A1: Comparison of band positions and band intensities as obtained by different
quantum-chemical methods.
Assignment 4H2O+PCM, 4H2O+PCM, 1H2O(QM)+3H2O(MM) 4H2O(QM)+16H2O(MM)
B3PLYP/6-31G(d) B2PLYP/m-aug-cc-pVTZ +PCM, B3PLYP/6-31G(d) +PCM, B3PLYP/6-31G(d)
Wavenumber Intensity Wavenumber Intensity Wavenumber Intensity Wavenumber Intensity
(cm−1) (km/mol) (cm−1) (km/mol) (cm−1) (km/mol) (cm−1) (km/mol)
1 28.5053 1.6212
2 32.4112 0.3452
3 39.3404 0.0000 39.0097 3.5702 40.5682 1.9422
4 42.31 0.000 42.6937 0.9658
5 45.5125 2.8291
6 47.0457 2.4796
7 51.1545 1.5206
8 53.0040 0.4852
9 57.4113 4.9283
10 58.9090 1.5004
11 62.8440 3.3091
12 64.6577 0.5053
13 67.1132 0.4600
14 70.0478 0.9941 71.0670 1.0092
15 72.1009 5.5430
16 78.5377 1.2279
17 79.5809 2.8592
18 85.5169 4.1241 84.0856 0.3164
19 88.1866 0.5336
20 91.6244 1.1620
21 101.53 0.5953 107.4593 248.8304 95.9146 1.9115
22 114.669 81.5288 131.1634 139.0258
23 134.1712 121.9418 147.4509 6.2284
24 155.1556 1.5936
25 157.0881 12.4196
26 163.8254 4.8492
27 169.5773 3.8618
28 173.1802 11.6779
29 177.8697 22.1882
30 179.4412 3.0508
31 189.5523 12.2882
32 193.8849 18.7990
33 199.5633 30.2086
34 202.1393 0.0000 203.7815 44.7590
35 205.2272 29.8834
36 210.7469 42.9633
37 212.8473 18.5861
38 215.6034 104.3096
39 219.2947 9.1183
40 222.9069 104.7500 221.2358 136.0590
41 22.29069 104.7500 223.7398 14.6743
42 226.9991 92.7095
43 229.4667 11.8754
44 231.0105 94.8938 231.1955 180.5173
45 235.9253 6.3462
46 243.67 0.000 240.0832 0.6734 239.8566 146.4113
47 246.4688 287.8694 251.1220 19.7407 249.2394 2.9212
48 246.4688 287.8694 253.1088 18.8069 254.8166 52.0837
49 260.4354 12.2059
50 277.10 206.9799 274.1815 0.000 270.4875 7.7664 270.0093 13.8498
51 277.10 206.9799 286.0773 10.8931 280.9175 13.8528
52 281.08 0.3532 284.5581 1.3055
53 286.3104 31.7468
54 301.85 0.1654 307.5132 4.0551
55 307.74 298.2083 308.3710 4.8097
56 307.74 298.2083 314.4016 25.2868
57 319.3857 8.4817
58 327.52 0.0000 331.3394 156.5948 330.7679 1.3826
59 334.6995 4.4240
60 347.3954 4.9640
61 398.6011 0.000 387.1876 8.8358
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Assignment 4H2O+PCM, 4H2O+PCM, 1H2O(QM)+3H2O(MM) 4H2O(QM)+16H2O(MM)
B3PLYP/6-31G(d) B2PLYP/m-aug-cc-pVTZ +PCM, B3PLYP/6-31G(d) +PCM, B3PLYP/6-31G(d)
Wavenumber Intensity Wavenumber Intensity Wavenumber Intensity Wavenumber Intensity
(cm−1) (km/mol) (cm−1) (km/mol) (cm−1) (km/mol) (cm−1) (km/mol)
62 427.5608 44.2017 417.2017 11.4416 426.8869 78.1914
63 432.7664 47.4011
64 443.1204 79.6160 449.0251 78.8810
65 443.1204 79.6160 455.8202 9.0749
66 458.4089 52.9014
67 461.3395 7.1542
68 468.0311 44.1926
69 473.37 0.000 476.0688 5.2943
70 483.9590 107.2607 483.8486 73.9300
71 500.1090 30.3953
72 502.7496t 211.3432 500.9839 36.5412
73 508.1366 20.0694
74 512.3840 13.9454
75 523.50 58.1147 532.3995 46.0624
76 523.76 0.9980 539.1224t 59.4593 535.4481 4.4789
77 523.76 0.9980 543.6866 60.5730
78 545.4049 57.7011
79 557.0745 41.0189
80 560.6706 18.2338
81 581.7986 25.4989
82 585.3805 214.1458
83 588.1325 72.1128
84t 593.3498 6.1937
85t 598.2759 204.0196
86t 620.5928t 2.9662 620.7530 378.5822
87t 623.3143 58.9759
88t 629.3486 219.1103
89t 639.6399 56.7824
90t 642.7590 240.6043
91t 648.3193 65.9335
92t 658.9772 36.8759
93t 670.5374t 209.1029 676.8776 176.4931
94t 679.7026 594.2500
95t 683.4168 312.1539 685.0436 47.0063
96t 690.6345 554.1850
97t 695.3495 353.6124
98t 699.7148 156.7689
99t 704.2320 32.3584
100t 721.7785 334.5258
101t 737.11t 144.3682 734.0061t 476.6369 725.6449 111.7286
102t 728.6757 454.3782
103t 747.1205 168.5362
104t 753.5614 192.6962
105t 765.5413 275.9737
106t 778.3957t 237.5051 766.1653 425.8765
107t 778.3957t 237.5051 772.0067 356.3800
108t 803.0436 327.2798
109t 818.6290 277.6746
110t 839.8062 313.0187
111t 894.95t 342.8199 870.1429t 201.9038 850.6360 671.1597
112t 894.95t 342.8199 934.3601t 0.000 929.4103 415.2180
113t 955.5738 180.7041
114t 1127.57t 0.000 966.2260 55.4464
115b 1401.1608 328.9992
116b 1404.9892 279.6521
117b 1407.2265b 191.4554 1406.8655 454.2350
118b 1412.4834 218.9410
119b 1415.0050 217.1485
120b 1416.7673 553.3807
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Assignment 4H2O+PCM, 4H2O+PCM, 1H2O(QM)+3H2O(MM) 4H2O(QM)+16H2O(MM)
B3PLYP/6-31G(d) B2PLYP/m-aug-cc-pVTZ +PCM, B3PLYP/6-31G(d) +PCM, B3PLYP/6-31G(d)
Wavenumber Intensity Wavenumber Intensity Wavenumber Intensity Wavenumber Intensity
(cm−1) (km/mol) (cm−1) (km/mol) (cm−1) (km/mol) (cm−1) (km/mol)
121b 1422.8362b 445.8394 1423.8136 320.7421
122b 1427.0557 239.2493
123b 1431.3527 280.4839
124b 1433.6066 107.3301
125b 1436.1459 143.6834
126b 1442.3811 59.3969
127b 1456.6860b 64.4541 1456.0330 69.7821
128b 1465.8850 261.4679
129b 1481.4184 129.4706
130b 1490.6689 54.4350
131b 1711.28b 251.8157 1630.3695b 176.7723 1764.1323b 143.3391 1759.3916 113.0751
132b 1723.10b 82.9912 1647.3535b 74.0296 1781.9431 109.2325
133b 1723.10b 82.9911 1647.3536b 74.0296 1805.1440 185.2649
134b 1741.00b 0.0000 1672.6698b 0.000 1821.5031 81.3961
135s 3182.21s 0.0000 3277.1620 1061.3522
136s 3297.07s 1871.6907 3379.4017 1450.1515
137s 3297.07s 1871.6907 3411.5900s 0.000 3399.8219s 161.5281 3415.3773 260.6407
138s 3366.39s 50.2255 3477.3996s 1793.2478 3441.1055 54.0971
139s 3477.3996s 1793.2478 3501.0930 137.3189
140s 3510.2084 280.1448
141s 3515.4119 164.7163
142s 3522.3300s 2.0149 3527.1563 98.4213
143s 3533.5836s 119.6470 3532.0223 374.1860
144s 3535.9755 331.7897
145s 3539.5696 667.4359
146s 3541.9090 42.2047
147s 3546.9082 185.0747
148s 3549.9374 209.7596
149s 3555.5498 189.4891
150s 3558.8959 76.1871
151s 3561.1437s 374.8984 3563.2840 189.8014
152s 3568.4433 217.3753
153s 3575.4761 97.1563
154s 3576.5391 86.9267
155s 3579.9423s 110.7922 3579.7822 19.6952
156s 3589.8658 38.6004
157s 3590.2134 57.5165
158s 3603.0421 149.2000
159s 3618.1897 266.3486
160s 3620.8200 224.9253
161s 3622.0658 233.3283
162s 3623.0520 397.9328
163s 3624.0959 35.3011
164s 3626.6346 276.1415
165s 3630.3037 955.2942
166s 3631.8424 16.4537
167s 3633.8572 248.7481
168f 3643.1130f 84.3280 3646.1348 108.4691
169f 3647.6874f 450.2363 3650.9996 175.2420
170f 3651.3875f 90.6885 3652.3329 128.0414
171f 3778.38f 126.4545 3864.6871f 144.7620 3652.8838 205.0487
172f 3779.79f 52.8022 3865.9912f 138.6232 3653.3844 33.2033
173f 3779.79f 52.8022 3865.9912f 138.6232 3653.8800 205.2072
174f 3781.36f 0.0000 3867.1847f 0.0000 3797.0095f 37.5965 3654.0193 86.2440
Notes: tOH torsion; bOH scissoring; sOH stretching; f free OH. For the conversion of km/mol to cm molecule−1, intensity
values need to multiply by a factor 1.6603× 10−19.
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Table A2: Frequencies, integral absorbance coefficients, and normal modes of vibration of
H2O-X (X = HCOOH, NH3, CH3OH, CO, CO2, H2CO, CH4, OCS, N2, and O2)
H2O : X Frequency at peak Integral absorbance Modes of
in cm−1 (µm) coefficient in vibration
cm molecule−1
HCOOH
1:0.25 875.47 (11.42) 5.98× 10−17 OH torsion
1698.42 (5.89) 5.24× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3326.84 (3.00) 1.88× 10−16 OH stretching
3635.02 (2.75) 4.11× 10−17 free OH
1:0.50 859.72 (11.63) 6.18× 10−17 OH torsion
1696.3 (5.90) 5.37× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3341.67 (2.99) 2.08× 10−16 OH stretching
3632.99 (2.75) 4.19× 10−17 free OH
1:0.75 878.28 (11.38) 4.91× 10−17 OH torsion
1688.62 (5.92) 6.27× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3260.11 (3.07) 2.46× 10−16 OH stretching
3611.81 (2.77) 6.46× 10−17 free OH
1:1.00 747.49 (13.38) 9.21× 10−17 OH torsion
1685.24 (5.93) 7.56× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3343.53 (2.99) 2.08× 10−16 OH stretching
3608.22 (2.77) 7.15× 10−17 free OH
NH3
1:0.25 886.69 (11.28) 7.31× 10−17 OH torsion
1717.36 (5.82) 3.58× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3055.07 (3.27) 2.20× 10−16 OH stretching
3778.71 (2.65) 1.16× 10−17 free OH
1:0.50 877.63 (11.39) 8.92× 10−17 OH torsion
1725.39 (5.80) 3.28× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3127.37 (3.20) 4.38× 10−16 OH stretching
3737.41 (2.65) 7.02× 10−18 free OH
1:0.75 859.21 (11.64) 4.99× 10−17 OH torsion
1730.52 (5.78) 2.47× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3264.44 (3.06) 4.27× 10−16 OH stretching
3777.53 (2.65) 5.89× 10−18 free OH
1:1.00 938.38 (10.66) 9.35× 10−17 OH torsion
1751.53 (5.71) 4.43× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3270.01 (3.06) 4.90× 10−16 OH stretching
– – free OH
CH3OH
1:0.25 751.68 (13.30) 5.60× 10−17 OH torsion
1703.98 (5.87) 3.85× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3252.5 (3.07) 2.33× 10−16 OH stretching
3774.67 (2.65) 1.73× 10−17 free OH
1:0.50 719.11 (13.91) 7.67× 10−17 OH torsion
1654.59 (6.04) 3.62× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3207.15 (3.12) 4.57× 10−16 OH stretching
3843.18 (2.60) 2.26× 10−17 free OH
1:0.75 702.71 (14.23) 5.49× 10−17 OH torsion
1690.03 (5.92) 2.92× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3351.12 (2.96) 2.25× 10−16 OH stretching
3783.4 (2.64) 1.72× 10−17 free OH
1:1.00 906.29 (11.03) 6.61× 10−17 OH torsion
1693.39 (5.90) 2.96× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3295.67 (3.03) 3.97× 10−16 OH stretching
3774.54 (2.65) 2.03× 10−17 free OH
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H2O : X Frequency at peak Integral absorbance Modes of
in cm−1 (µm) coefficient in vibration
cm molecule−1
CO
1:0.25 895.46 (11.17) 5.70× 10−17 OH torsion
1711.46 (5.84) 4.14× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3290.66 (3.04) 3.14× 10−16 OH stretching
3791.25 (2.64) 2.39× 10−17 free OH
1:0.50 898.71 (11.13) 5.64× 10−17 OH torsion
1711.73 (5.84) 4.19× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3285.68 (3.04) 3.22× 10−16 OH stretching
3791.07 (2.64) 2.42× 10−17 free OH
1:0.75 898.22 (11.13) 5.71× 10−17 OH torsion
1713.47 (5.84) 4.18× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3290.55 (3.04) 3.16× 10−16 OH stretching
3789.19 (2.64) 4.93× 10−17 free OH
1:1.00 899.44 (11.12) 5.89× 10−17 OH torsion
1715.94 (5.83) 4.22× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3293.09 (3.04) 3.13× 10−16 OH stretching
3789.31 (2.64) 6.92× 10−17 free OH
CO2
1:0.25 893.79 (11.19) 5.63× 10−17 OH torsion
1710.62 (5.84) 4.23× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3288.08 (3.04) 3.10× 10−16 OH stretching
3766.88 (2.65) 3.85× 10−17 free OH
1:0.50 890.45 (11.23) 5.72× 10−17 OH torsion
1713.11 (5.84) 4.22× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3278.84 (3.05) 3.26× 10−16 OH stretching
3767.04 (2.65) 4.21× 10−17 free OH
1:0.75 891.90 (11.21) 5.98× 10−17 OH torsion
1709.11 (5.85) 4.20× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3294.04 (3.04) 3.17× 10−16 OH stretching
3766.76 (2.65) 5.31× 10−17 free OH
1:1.00 896.53 (11.15) 5.61× 10−17 OH torsion
1709.45 (5.85) 4.41× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3296.79 (3.03) 3.05× 10−16 OH stretching
3765.50 (2.66) 7.28× 10−17 free OH
H2CO
1:0.25 890.85 (11.22) 6.00× 10−17 OH torsion
1712.86 (5.84) 3.97× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3274.97 (3.05) 3.06× 10−16 OH stretching
3607.83 (2.77) 8.46× 10−17 free OH
1:0.50 886.56 (11.28) 5.44× 10−17 OH torsion
1710.12 (5.85) 4.17× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3246.10 (3.08) 3.27× 10−16 OH stretching
3601.67 (2.78) 9.12× 10−17 free OH
1:0.75 937.07 (10.67) 5.41× 10−17 OH torsion
1767.86 (5.66) 2.81× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3279.19 (3.05) 3.23× 10−16 OH stretching
3607.45 (2.77) 1.35× 10−17 free OH
1:1.00 904.32 (11.06) 5.51× 10−17 OH torsion
1713.74 (5.84) 3.51× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3338.99 (2.99) 2.96× 10−16 OH stretching
3612.36 (2.77) 9.67× 10−17 free OH
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H2O : X Frequency at peak Integral absorbance Modes of
in cm−1 (µm) coefficient in vibration
cm molecule−1
CH4
1:0.25 903.11 (11.07) 5.96× 10−17 OH torsion
1710.29 (5.85) 4.14× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3287.91 (3.04) 3.06× 10−16 OH stretching
3777.98 (2.65) 2.03× 10−17 free OH
1:0.50 910.32 (10.98) 5.97× 10−17 OH torsion
1706.49 (5.86) 4.14× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3280.67 (3.05) 3.30× 10−16 OH stretching
3778.16 (2.65) 2.16× 10−17 free OH
1:0.75 905.03 (11.05) 6.05× 10−17 OH torsion
1706.58 (5.86) 4.10× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3296.35 (3.03) 3.22× 10−16 OH stretching
3778.86 (2.65) 2.18× 10−17 free OH
1:1.00 893.41 (11.19) 6.23× 10−17 OH torsion
1705.91 (5.86) 4.11× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3312.78 (3.02) 3.41× 10−16 OH stretching
3777.04 (2.65) 2.40× 10−17 free OH
OCS
1:0.25 897.72 (11.14) 5.74× 10−17 OH torsion
1711.96 (5.84) 4.11× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3288.8 (3.04) 3.10× 10−16 OH stretching
3772.38 (2.65) 4.82× 10−17 free OH
1:0.50 889.91 (11.24) 5.80× 10−17 OH torsion
1712.15 (5.84) 4.30× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3281.28 (3.05) 3.27× 10−16 OH stretching
3772.57 (2.65) 6.60× 10−17 free OH
1:0.75 901.72 (11.09) 5.77× 10−17 OH torsion
1713.88 (5.83) 4.40× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3290.61 (3.04) 3.26× 10−16 OH stretching
3771.53 (2.65) 9.02× 10−17 free OH
1:1.00 897.75 (11.14) 5.75× 10−17 OH torsion
1713.97 (5.83) 4.47× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3299.75 (3.03) 3.29× 10−16 OH stretching
3770.63 (2.65) 1.11× 10−16 free OH
N2
1:0.25 894.31 (11.18) 5.63× 10−17 OH torsion
1709.81 (5.85) 4.16× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3292.23 (3.04) 3.16× 10−16 OH stretching
3778.08 (2.65) 2.34× 10−17 free OH
1:0.50 889.34 (11.24) 5.98× 10−17 OH torsion
1716.33 (5.83) 4.54× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3290.41 (3.04) 3.10× 10−16 OH stretching
3778.76 (2.65) 2.36× 10−17 free OH
1:0.75 892.07 (11.21) 5.98× 10−17 OH torsion
1716.67 (5.82) 4.69× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3295.86 (3.03) 3.05× 10−16 OH stretching
3784.28 (2.64) 5.14× 10−17 free OH
1:1.00 899.90 (11.11) 5.73× 10−17 OH torsion
1714.47 (5.83) 4.52× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3297.32 (3.03) 3.15× 10−16 OH stretching
3780.99 (2.64) 7.59× 10−17 free OH
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H2O : X Frequency at peak Integral absorbance Modes of
in cm−1 (µm) coefficient in vibration
cm molecule−1
O2
1:0.25 893.78 (11.19) 5.65× 10−17 OH torsion
1711.86 (5.84) 4.11× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3286.24 (3.04) 3.10× 10−16 OH stretching
3729.93 (2.68) 4.41× 10−17 free OH
1:0.50 934.71 (10.70) 6.49× 10−17 OH torsion
1700.17 (5.88) 3.78× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3225.04 (3.10) 4.51× 10−16 OH stretching
3774.84 (2.65) 2.77× 10−17 free OH
1:0.75 892.96 (11.20) 5.75× 10−17 OH torsion
1717.35 (5.82) 4.04× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3286.59 (3.04) 3.12× 10−16 OH stretching
3729.19 (2.68) 8.72× 10−17 free OH
1:1.00 900.52 (11.10) 5.67× 10−17 OH torsion
1718.90 (5.82) 4.18× 10−17 H2O scissoring
3299.52 (3.03) 3.19× 10−16 OH stretching
3727.75 (2.68) 1.08× 10−16 free OH
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Supporting Information Available
Figure S1: Optimized structures of (a) pure water, (b) H2O− HCOOH, (c) H2O− NH3,
(d) H2O− CH3OH, (e) H2O− CO, (f) H2O− CO2, (g) H2O− H2CO, (h) H2O− CH4, (i)
H2O−OCS, (j) H2O− N2, and (k) H2O−O2 clusters with a 6 : 1 concentration ratio.
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Figure S2: Band strengths of the four fundamental vibration modes of water for (a)
H2O− HCOOH, (b) H2O− NH3, (c) H2O− CH3OH, (d) H2O− CO, (e) H2O− CO2, (f)
H2O− H2CO, (g) H2O− CH4, (h) H2O−OCS, (i) H2O− N2, and (j) H2O−O2 clusters
with various concentrations. The water c-hexamer (chair) configuration gas been used for
pure water.
Figure S3: Structure of water clusters containing 20 H2O molecules with HCOOH as im-
purity in different concentration ratio: (a) pure water, (b) H2O : HCOOH = 20 : 1, (c)
H2O : HCOOH = 10 : 1, (d) H2O : HCOOH = 6.67 : 1, (e) H2O : HCOOH = 5 : 1.
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Figure S4: Comparison of the band strength of the four fundamental vibrational modes for
water clusters containing 20H2O, 6H2O, and 4H2O molecules with HCOOH as an impurity
in different concentrations. Solid lines represent the band strength profiles for 20H2O cluster,
dotted lines for the water c-hexamer (chair) (6H2O), and dashed lines for water c-tetramer
(4H2O).
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Figure S5: Effect of the cluster size on the band strength profile.
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Table S1: Harmonic infrared frequencies and
intensities of the complex 4H2O evaluated at
the B2PLYP/maug-cc-pVTZ level.
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
1 39.3404 0.0000
2 85.5169 4.1241
3 202.1393 0.0000
4 222.9069 104.7500
5 222.9069 104.7500
6 231.0105 94.8938
7 240.0832 0.6734
8 246.4688 287.8694
9 246.4688 287.8694
10 274.1815 0.0000
11 398.6011 0.0000
12 427.5608 44.2017
13 443.1204 79.6160
14 443.1204 79.6160
15 683.4168 312.1539
16t 778.3957 237.5051
17t 778.3957 237.5051
18t 934.3601 0.0000
19b 1630.3695 176.7723
20b 1647.3535 74.0296
21b 1647.3536 74.0296
22b 1672.6698 0.0000
23s 3411.5900 0.0000
24s 3477.3996 1793.2478
25s 3477.3996 1793.2478
26s 3522.3300 2.0149
27f 3864.6871 144.7620
28f 3865.9912 138.6232
29f 3865.9912 138.6232
30f 3867.1847 0.0000
Notes. tOH torsion; bOH scissoring; sOH stretching; f free
OH.
Table S2: Harmonic infrared frequencies and
intensities of the complex 4H2O/HCOOH
evaluated at the B2PLYP/maug-cc-pVTZ
level.
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
1 7.4652 2.8797
2 21.6554 0.4836
3 31.8296 0.8007
4 45.1056 0.3993
5 61.0883 3.2003
6 99.9662 7.7802
7 176.7899 26.3202
8 190.2330 26.8829
9 212.6031 80.9785
10 214.8008 65.5508
11 229.1782 167.5034
12 238.5224 82.0767
13 255.2508 249.2937
14 283.6779 26.8213
15 291.4533 55.7068
16 356.4031 83.8068
17 417.6885 49.4695
18 428.1868 57.7373
19 460.8606 57.1370
20 508.1693 55.1486
21 660.2176 284.6155
22 690.3556 83.8851
23t 754.6078 231.9718
24t 824.4685 178.7024
25t∗ 939.4045 72.3782
26t∗ 992.4637 143.3107
27 1085.0300 25.7493
28 1202.3494 398.5316
29 1404.3401 4.1326
30 1450.6121 11.3947
31b 1630.0596 190.6522
32b 1643.5475 74.8871
33b 1650.3969 67.4629
34b 1671.1011 2.8373
35 1727.4428 643.7374
36 3082.2813 261.4632
37s∗ 3180.6017 2093.2108
38s∗ 3305.3198 591.1162
39s 3439.5143 1097.5194
40s 3501.1192 960.3923
41s 3594.2178 538.8467
42f 3844.3939 126.6809
43f 3864.5499 125.4762
44f 3865.8634 156.4890
45f 3866.9802 55.7713
Notes. tOH torsion; bOH scissoring; sOH stretching; f free
OH; *vibrations contaminated by HCOOH modes.
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Table S3: Harmonic infrared frequencies and
intensities of the complex 4H2O/2HCOOH
evaluated at the B2PLYP/maug-cc-pVTZ
level.
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
1 4.6054 0.4281
2 13.0063 2.9178
3 16.5189 0.8051
4 19.0314 2.3774
5 20.9593 2.6393
6 33.4976 0.4467
7 36.7713 1.8500
8 42.5055 1.8790
9 57.0477 3.6453
10 87.6438 1.4306
11 98.3938 9.9521
12 109.3757 0.0813
13 179.0412 24.1400
14 190.5090 28.2740
15 214.0975 84.9229
16 218.8524 55.4812
17 230.2931 171.1476
18 238.6575 89.3090
19 267.3732 231.1914
20 283.3954 21.6224
21 299.6074 70.4602
22 358.3291 97.5174
23 418.1841 53.6749
24 433.0143 50.5761
25 453.3466 44.2133
26 511.7339 57.2963
27 626.1257 81.2731
28 663.5082 202.0801
29 664.5570 266.9661
30 690.0285 82.0272
31t 746.7845 238.4794
32t 832.5630 181.3816
33t∗ 936.5175 69.8256
34t∗ 992.1307 142.3809
35 1086.4569 25.8243
36 1100.7355 4.5531
37 1117.2066 421.1594
38 1202.1232 398.7897
39 1301.5992 19.3272
40 1403.7379 3.7351
41 1441.6206 5.0048
42 1449.0432 11.3813
43b 1630.1114 189.4041
44b 1643.0592 75.7767
45b 1650.4443 71.8600
46b 1671.6065 3.7550
47 1727.3571 640.6790
48 1740.9364 573.8795
49 3082.1544 256.8737
50s∗ 3108.5982 9.0680
51s∗ 3182.8047 2058.2321
52s∗ 3311.8175 593.5776
53s 3443.5223 1123.8585
54s 3495.5861 975.1779
55s 3593.0205 538.1736
56 3722.9218 111.6916
57f 3843.8168 126.4406
58f 3860.4740 132.4083
59f 3863.8070 104.3051
60f 3865.7512 106.7733
Notes. tOH torsion; bOH scissoring; sOH stretching; f free
OH; *vibrations contaminated by HCOOH modes.
Table S4: Harmonic infrared frequencies and
intensities of the complex 4H2O/3HCOOH
evaluated at the B2PLYP/maug-cc-pVTZ
level.
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
1 4.8748 0.5689
2 8.5054 0.7327
3 10.9091 1.7844
4 14.1204 2.2282
5 16.8372 1.6310
6 19.1432 3.8603
7 22.9673 0.5549
8 28.0702 2.8070
9 34.3674 0.6429
10 40.7401 1.8661
11 45.9916 0.3401
12 54.8514 5.3280
13 66.6228 5.5016
14 89.0988 1.1463
15 99.3575 2.6618
16 110.9935 9.9385
17 174.0921 44.5063
18 177.9118 30.6049
19 188.6541 24.0948
20 209.4056 83.4103
21 212.1508 55.0788
22 234.2838 28.4231
23 245.2791 210.0525
24 261.2989 35.4759
25 284.3732 27.8615
26 314.1459 145.9808
27 352.7412 77.0879
28 410.7784 41.6288
29 418.4381 142.3769
30 451.8321 62.9268
31 486.2526 26.6238
32 515.8604 43.5007
33 626.3452 78.8764
34 658.3748 265.4010
35 664.0178 196.3924
36 686.9044 88.1977
37 687.6686 73.9457
38t∗ 798.2680 156.7957
39t 803.7700 211.1567
40t∗ 926.7114 95.5456
41 949.5463 177.0601
42 1005.8276 134.0566
43 1083.1613 20.4516
44 1083.9241 23.7748
45 1098.4056 4.7221
46 1118.0234 421.3278
47 1198.2543 380.9330
48 1198.3514 418.6655
49 1303.1561 18.8667
50 1400.6093 4.0266
51 1400.7389 2.9534
52 1440.0730 5.2611
53 1445.8193 12.3688
54 1445.9512 8.9357
55b 1630.5379 192.0093
56b 1645.2809 74.7331
57b 1649.3090 90.0689
58b 1670.3929 1.3964
59 1729.0788 813.5933
60 1729.3363 445.0961
75
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
61 1741.9079 575.8421
62 3085.0941 261.1337
63 3085.5154 98.0625
64 3110.4187 7.6777
65s∗ 3215.3096 2288.1686
66s∗ 3232.6395 1833.2038
67s∗ 3306.6741 311.8714
68s 3451.6305 978.9670
69s 3473.6093 894.3564
70s 3609.3777 516.6451
71 3723.4615 111.6932
72f 3838.2715 172.2543
73f 3841.3048 97.0635
74f 3857.9521 119.5655
75f 3865.5487 121.3331
Notes. tOH torsion; bOH scissoring; sOH stretching; f free
OH; *vibrations contaminated by HCOOH modes.
Table S5: Harmonic infrared frequencies and
intensities of the complex 4H2O/4HCOOH
evaluated at the B2PLYP/maug-cc-pVTZ
level.
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
1 5.2521 0.5902
2 6.6193 1.2706
3 8.8369 0.8598
4 9.6756 1.0009
5 14.2363 3.0419
6 15.7986 1.1225
7 18.3559 3.0357
8 19.2707 2.7650
9 22.1555 0.9922
10 27.4779 3.1848
11 30.7377 0.4104
12 36.6940 0.3940
13 42.5989 1.4605
14 50.4443 2.9039
15 56.1885 2.0333
16 67.8597 3.6648
17 79.8514 11.6336
18 88.6848 0.8582
19 101.4052 1.0586
20 120.4063 2.7295
21 173.0431 53.0876
22 174.6165 79.9014
23 181.6174 16.9912
24 193.2247 8.7228
25 207.4059 98.2327
26 209.4436 56.3457
27 214.9922 15.9518
28 251.9141 48.3664
29 260.0519 27.0848
30 277.2414 21.6313
31 294.7764 138.3103
32 370.6813 53.2423
33 411.5523 157.3717
34 426.8010 160.0370
35 432.4841 46.3694
36 474.7455 4.1043
37 500.7327 25.1590
38 506.2341 58.6370
39 626.8822 79.1196
40 662.8116 197.7640
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
41t∗ 680.2702 165.0245
42t∗ 685.5338 74.2193
43t∗ 685.8711 129.0114
44t 703.1086 134.5453
45t 777.4948 157.2018
46t∗ 836.4350 145.9547
47 918.5370 51.5171
48 934.3780 130.8642
49 940.6167 399.9756
50 1005.3540 55.4131
51 1082.2723 15.9752
52 1082.8090 29.1817
53 1083.2383 8.1740
54 1096.9310 4.7996
55 1118.5677 421.7245
56 1194.7613 402.1943
57 1196.6655 678.8383
58 1196.9390 124.3700
59 1303.5269 19.2431
60 1398.1664 2.8858
61 1399.8325 2.3693
62 1400.1243 3.6218
63 1438.1358 3.4116
64 1443.1291 10.6650
65 1444.6815 8.9685
66 1445.0393 12.6099
67b 1633.0557 204.1450
68b 1645.9171 94.0994
69b 1651.0001 68.5795
70b 1672.8271 2.1359
71 1729.8409 773.0317
72 1729.9568 580.0062
73 1730.9646 527.5802
74 1742.3118 572.3800
75 3086.2791 171.0952
76 3087.0204 182.6391
77 3087.9488 105.7546
78 3114.3577 6.5557
79s∗ 3235.8092 2226.0999
80 3251.6769 2145.0628
81s∗ 3269.8018 1271.6200
82s∗ 3338.7804 329.7573
83s 3451.7939 830.3998
84s 3506.2315 849.9293
85s 3580.2425 496.8387
86 3723.2687 112.7727
87f 3837.0764 199.2805
88f 3839.9016 135.3088
89f 3841.2858 85.4332
90f 3859.2614 129.2712
Notes. tOH torsion; bOH scissoring; sOH stretching; f free
OH; *vibrations contaminated by HCOOH modes.
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Table S6: Harmonic infrared frequencies and
intensities of the complex 4H2O/NH3 evalu-
ated at the B2PLYP/maug-cc-pVTZ level.
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
1 17.4723 1.6404
2 24.2573 2.7053
3 42.9718 9.2433
4 56.2828 14.2890
5 77.4675 5.3857
6 176.7386 14.5514
7 205.9991 61.5386
8 210.2974 51.1840
9 220.3754 138.5385
10 234.6966 41.4586
11 240.2432 175.3537
12 253.5984 22.5694
13 262.9908 199.8180
14 269.0541 36.5738
15 288.0112 25.8883
16 411.0477 10.8123
17 438.1929 57.2835
18 462.1627 115.4840
19 649.2280 90.3859
20t 673.7378 245.4033
21t 761.0067 286.3846
22t 785.5912 213.8984
23t 855.6009 110.1452
24 973.8257 54.6453
25 1133.1043 207.9712
26b 1635.5747 161.1828
27b 1648.9602 81.2871
28b∗ 1654.1532 68.4123
29 1659.8070 23.9527
30b∗ 1664.0270 13.9746
31b∗ 1687.1189 4.9894
32s 3278.5997 1998.0299
33s 3358.0759 412.2786
34s 3442.1676 1170.0672
35 3483.9230 0.6553
36s 3499.4250 959.9493
37s 3600.3604 714.2057
38 3600.7264 13.1052
39 3601.5192 18.8438
40f 3865.2764 131.5539
41f 3866.4890 96.2050
42f 3867.7812 62.0566
Notes. tOH torsion; bOH scissoring; sOH stretching; f free
OH; *vibrations contaminated by NH3 modes.
Table S7: Harmonic infrared frequencies and
intensities of the complex 4H2O/2NH3 evalu-
ated at the B2PLYP/maug-cc-pVTZ level.
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
1 13.2137 3.5154
2 35.8031 4.5193
3 37.7152 15.3999
4 42.6399 0.6394
5 44.0908 1.0833
6 50.2282 25.2398
7 62.5104 1.7351
8 74.8511 7.5826
9 174.7854 0.3931
10 184.1028 49.5918
11 202.3520 59.3483
12 215.2501 3.8987
13 233.8400 170.4567
14 236.8583 13.8898
15 250.5424 28.2234
16 252.5110 43.5646
17 263.8678 24.6139
18 264.6765 198.4026
19 280.7045 30.8723
20 288.8026 34.1641
21 434.2362 2.5448
22 465.8322 178.0575
23 636.4757 5.8561
24 665.1100 92.9446
25t 688.2585 220.0675
26t 740.4480 369.3099
27t 786.8028 188.6747
28t 823.9109 101.1914
29t 894.7322 182.6960
30t 973.9338 41.1551
31 1131.1976 200.1314
32 1131.3535 216.3485
33b 1643.5894 150.8608
34b 1651.7575 100.8326
35b∗ 1656.3567 54.5510
36b∗ 1659.4699 6.3334
37 1660.0271 21.6415
38 1660.6689 23.4365
39b∗ 1680.0902 25.5517
40b∗ 1690.1602 1.1013
41s 3300.1629 879.2415
42s 3307.6453 2808.4413
43s 3377.2024 646.7542
44s 3391.5768 729.5638
45 3483.7965 0.9990
46 3483.9555 1.0499
47s 3578.8775 1603.7262
48s 3582.2181 63.0838
49 3600.8734 18.3990
50 3600.9540 18.6472
51 3601.2568 18.6290
52 3601.5982 18.6555
53f 3866.9165 77.0140
54f 3867.0372 90.8323
Notes. tOH torsion; bOH scissoring; sOH stretching; f free
OH; *vibrations contaminated by NH3 modes.
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Table S8: Harmonic infrared frequencies and
intensities of the complex 4H2O/3NH3 evalu-
ated at the B2PLYP/maug-cc-pVTZ level.
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
1 12.5470 2.6010
2 23.2847 18.0759
3 28.7571 23.4249
4 35.7710 0.3934
5 38.9667 0.0081
6 40.5045 3.8999
7 44.8244 0.2126
8 46.5267 10.5312
9 50.6992 8.8616
10 69.7890 5.0744
11 72.6524 9.5767
12 166.7922 5.9217
13 180.8039 37.7349
14 191.1116 39.0754
15 207.3981 10.9113
16 226.1385 96.0046
17 239.4714 55.1417
18 245.0773 9.5193
19 245.6175 62.3353
20 248.1708 26.4263
21 249.2122 68.1865
22 258.4416 35.6050
23 269.5283 80.6776
24 272.4683 30.5828
25 285.7225 20.2189
26 453.0415 74.3332
27 625.3188 29.7964
28 647.1033 149.3482
29 670.2563 144.8666
30 705.1954 132.9061
31t 747.2466 332.8596
32t 768.5970 229.7125
33t 809.9923 25.6758
34t 842.7130 230.7932
35t 871.0453 187.0537
36t 977.2613 31.3718
37 1126.3891 215.3444
38 1128.4031 174.0675
39 1128.4565 237.3456
40b 1645.9709 133.6692
41b∗ 1654.7182 86.0037
42b∗ 1655.6708 67.1056
43b∗ 1658.8667 1.5603
44 1659.6806 25.9239
45 1660.1304 26.0074
46 1660.3043 24.5183
47b∗ 1672.4596 26.6593
48b∗ 1678.8129 23.6462
49b 1693.1435 0.5825
50s 3302.1390 1539.8513
51s 3360.1503 1320.9055
52s 3374.8469 2291.7299
53s 3393.0086 199.4039
54s∗ 3478.9512 630.0948
55 3483.7372 1.4326
56 3483.7543 6.5600
57s∗ 3484.7724 142.9342
58s 3520.0887 1009.6190
59s 3596.2284 723.7876
60 3600.8160 17.3429
61 3600.9676 17.3826
62 3601.0701 18.0350
63 3601.4302 17.6940
64 3601.4607 18.0960
65 3601.5560 18.1230
66f 3867.3234 81.2889
Notes. tOH torsion; bOH scissoring; sOH stretching; f free
OH; *vibrations contaminated by NH3 modes.
Table S9: Harmonic infrared frequencies and
intensities of the complex 4H2O/4NH3 evalu-
ated at the B2PLYP/maug-cc-pVTZ level.
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
1 4.9193 4.9769
2 9.0775 2.0942
3 17.7847 11.5017
4 19.1211 1.0599
5 22.4392 0.6988
6 25.9838 0.4032
7 27.6254 26.7443
8 35.4482 23.6215
9 39.7909 2.7928
10 42.1429 0.1113
11 46.9852 0.0030
12 62.8166 0.0005
13 72.1392 0.0251
14 74.9466 18.9444
15 158.5797 0.0024
16 174.6287 36.1323
17 178.2147 35.4550
18 201.4197 0.0105
19 233.9639 3.4824
20 235.9429 83.2509
21 237.2040 33.3809
22 239.2784 72.0949
23 239.6302 3.0360
24 242.2423 80.4390
25 243.0833 36.6777
26 246.3526 2.0432
27 261.6961 0.8343
28 266.9875 0.6015
29 269.0885 42.6136
30 273.9278 71.7557
31t 613.8454 0.0116
32 630.4192 212.2155
33 666.2987 0.0041
34 670.4647 0.0071
35 700.3570 199.6747
36 744.5970 379.8388
37t 755.9618 361.3020
38t 799.7584 0.0050
39t 815.2370 0.3721
40t 825.5015 342.7098
41t 846.8651 297.2880
42t 946.2925 0.0017
43 1125.1644 153.1328
44 1125.2155 143.7533
45 1125.4081 503.2784
46 1125.4766 35.6108
47b∗ 1654.5148 120.1771
48b∗ 1654.8637 41.6854
49b∗ 1657.2551 58.5445
50b∗ 1657.8279 12.4900
51 1659.5005 30.4815
52 1659.5303 21.8453
53 1660.0190 25.0784
54 1660.1436 28.1216
55b∗ 1673.3466 67.4843
56b∗ 1674.2718 0.3138
57b 1688.6077 33.8790
58b 1691.9499 0.0133
59s 3369.6234 0.2819
60s 3385.6965 2574.9240
78
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
61s 3387.6855 2801.0441
62s 3394.0812 0.7615
63s∗ 3473.3538 0.1108
64 3483.3149 13.0568
65 3483.4935 11.1778
66 3483.6384 2.6130
67s∗ 3484.6015 0.0846
68s 3507.3380 1567.4274
69s 3510.2809 1820.7051
70s 3536.4083 0.1714
71 3600.7487 17.4948
72 3600.7879 17.3727
73 3600.9757 17.5063
74 3601.0932 17.3475
75 3601.1747 17.5682
76 3601.2866 17.5694
77 3601.4175 17.2943
78 3601.5786 17.6734
Notes. tOH torsion; bOH scissoring; sOH stretching; f free
OH; *vibrations contaminated by NH3 modes.
Table S10: Harmonic infrared frequencies
and intensities of the H2O
QM + 3 H2O
MM
complex (Figure 2, left panel).
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
1 39.0097 3.5702
2 70.0478 0.9941
3 107.4593 248.8304
4 114.6669 81.5288
5 134.1712 121.9418
6 251.1220 19.7407
7 253.1088 18.8069
8 270.4875 7.7664
9 286.0773 10.8931
10 331.3394 156.5948
11 417.2017 11.4416
12 483.9590 107.2607
13t 502.7496 211.3432
14t 539.1224 59.4593
15t 620.5928 2.9662
16t 670.5374 209.1029
17t 734.0061 476.6369
18t 870.1429 201.9038
19b 1407.2265 191.4554
20b 1422.8362 445.8394
21b 1456.6860 64.4541
22b 1764.1323 143.3391
23s 3399.8219 161.5281
24s 3533.5836 119.6470
25s 3561.1437 374.8984
26s 3579.9423 110.7922
27f 3643.1130 84.3280
28f 3647.6874 450.2363
29f 3651.3875 90.6885
30f 3797.0095 37.5965
Notes. tOH torsion; bOH scissoring; sOH stretching; f free
OH
Table S11: Harmonic infrared frequencies
and intensities of the first 4 H2O
QM+16
H2O
MM complex (see Figure 2a in the
manuscript, right panel, Configuration 1)
evaluated at the B3LYP/6-31g(d) level.
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
1 28.5053 1.6212
2 32.4112 0.3452
3 40.5682 1.9422
4 42.6937 0.9658
5 45.5125 2.8291
6 47.0457 2.4796
7 51.1545 1.5206
8 53.0040 0.4852
9 57.4113 4.9283
10 58.9090 1.5004
11 62.8440 3.3091
12 64.6577 0.5053
13 67.1132 0.4600
14 71.0670 1.0092
15 72.1009 5.5430
16 78.5377 1.2279
17 79.5809 2.8592
18 84.0856 0.3164
19 88.1866 0.5336
20 91.6244 1.1620
21 95.9146 1.9115
22 131.1634 139.0258
23 147.4509 6.2284
24 155.1556 1.5936
25 157.0881 12.4196
26 163.8254 4.8492
27 169.5773 3.8618
28 173.1802 11.6779
29 177.8697 22.1882
30 179.4412 3.0508
31 189.5523 12.2882
32 193.8849 18.7990
33 199.5633 30.2086
34 203.7815 44.7590
35 205.2272 29.8834
36 210.7469 42.9633
37 212.8473 18.5861
38 215.6034 104.3096
39 219.2947 9.1183
40 221.2358 136.0590
41 223.7398 14.6743
42 226.9991 92.7095
43 229.4667 11.8754
44 231.1955 180.5173
45 235.9253 6.3462
46 239.8566 146.4113
47 249.2394 2.9212
48 254.8166 52.0837
49 260.4354 12.2059
50 270.0093 13.8498
51 280.9175 13.8528
52 284.5581 1.3055
53 286.3104 31.7468
54 307.5132 4.0551
55 308.3710 4.8097
56 314.4016 25.2868
57 319.3857 8.4817
58 330.7679 1.3826
59 334.6995 4.4240
60 347.3954 4.9640
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NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
61 387.1876 8.8358
62 426.8869 78.1914
63 432.7664 47.4011
64 449.0251 78.8810
65 455.8202 9.0749
66 458.4089 52.9014
67 461.3395 7.1542
68 468.0311 44.1926
69 476.0688 5.2943
70 483.8486 73.9300
71 500.1090 30.3953
72 500.9839 36.5412
73 508.1366 20.0694
74 512.3840 13.9454
75 532.3995 46.0624
76 535.4481 4.4789
77 543.6866 60.5730
78 545.4049 57.7011
79 557.0745 41.0189
80 560.6706 18.2338
81 581.7986 25.4989
82 585.3805 214.1458
83 588.1325 72.1128
84t 593.3498 6.1937
85t 598.2759 204.0196
86t 620.7530 378.5822
87t 623.3143 58.9759
88t 629.3486 219.1103
89t 639.6399 56.7824
90t 642.7590 240.6043
91t 648.3193 65.9335
92t 658.9772 36.8759
93t 676.8776 176.4931
94t 679.7026 594.2500
95t 685.0436 47.0063
96t 690.6345 554.1850
97t 695.3495 353.6124
98t 699.7148 156.7689
99t 704.2320 32.3584
100t 721.7785 334.5258
101t 725.6449 111.7286
102t 728.6757 454.3782
103t 747.1205 168.5362
104t 753.5614 192.6962
105t 765.5413 275.9737
106t 766.1653 425.8765
107t 772.0067 356.3800
108t 803.0436 327.2798
109t 818.6290 277.6746
110t 839.8062 313.0187
111t 850.6360 671.1597
112t 929.4103 415.2180
113t 955.5738 180.7041
114t 966.2260 55.4464
115b 1401.1608 328.9992
116b 1404.9892 279.6521
117b 1406.8655 454.2350
118b 1412.4834 218.9410
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
119b 1415.0050 217.1485
120b 1416.7673 553.3807
121b 1423.8136 320.7421
122b 1427.0557 239.2493
123b 1431.3527 280.4839
124b 1433.6066 107.3301
125b 1436.1459 143.6834
126b 1442.3811 59.3969
127b 1456.0330 69.7821
128b 1465.8850 261.4679
129b 1481.4184 129.4706
130b 1490.6689 54.4350
131b 1759.3916 113.0751
132b 1781.9431 109.2325
133b 1805.1440 185.2649
134b 1821.5031 81.3961
135s 3277.1620 1061.3522
136s 3379.4017 1450.1515
137s 3415.3773 260.6407
138s 3441.1055 54.0971
139s 3501.0930 137.3189
140s 3510.2084 280.1448
141s 3515.4119 164.7163
142s 3527.1563 98.4213
143s 3532.0223 374.1860
144s 3535.9755 331.7897
145s 3539.5696 667.4359
146s 3541.9090 42.2047
147s 3546.9082 185.0747
148s 3549.9374 209.7596
149s 3555.5498 189.4891
150s 3558.8959 76.1871
151s 3563.2840 189.8014
152s 3568.4433 217.3753
153s 3575.4761 97.1563
154s 3576.5391 86.9267
155s 3579.7822 19.6952
156s 3589.8658 38.6004
157s 3590.2134 57.5165
158s 3603.0421 149.2000
159s 3618.1897 266.3486
160s 3620.8200 224.9253
161s 3622.0658 233.3283
162s 3623.0520 397.9328
163s 3624.0959 35.3011
164s 3626.6346 276.1415
165s 3630.3037 955.2942
166s 3631.8424 16.4537
167s 3633.8572 248.7481
168f 3646.1348 108.4691
169f 3650.9996 175.2420
170f 3652.3329 128.0414
171f 3652.8838 205.0487
172f 3653.3844 33.2033
173f 3653.8800 205.2072
174f 3654.0193 86.2440
Notes. tOH torsion; bOH scissoring; sOH stretching; f free
OH.
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Table S12: Harmonic infrared frequencies
and intensities of the first 4 H2O
QM+16
H2O
MM complex (Figure 2b, right panel,
Configuration 2) evaluated at the B3LYP/6-
31g(d) level.
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
1 29.4016 1.2924
2 34.4375 0.6290
3 40.5656 1.6279
4 44.5388 1.2326
5 47.5478 0.5182
6 49.2499 4.4372
7 52.7161 1.1206
8 53.7670 0.7604
9 58.1400 3.8023
10 62.8023 2.1220
11 65.0382 1.4900
12 65.4195 1.0334
13 68.9622 1.6328
14 71.1636 2.8146
15 75.3263 4.0105
16 77.6513 1.4318
17 79.5630 1.9564
18 86.9075 2.3428
19 88.7674 0.0132
20 92.6829 0.4316
21 97.2538 2.3252
22 132.9698 136.0213
23 144.3282 7.0450
24 150.9225 8.8323
25 160.4446 11.5643
26 163.9774 15.3603
27 166.9931 18.7482
28 174.8622 3.9430
29 178.6797 9.5964
30 186.2172 5.2561
31 189.8802 22.8351
32 196.0450 18.6789
33 200.1828 70.0050
34 201.5062 8.6800
35 202.0414 8.0519
36 208.0234 21.2606
37 211.9547 44.9818
38 216.4440 154.2248
39 217.8326 186.4806
40 218.1099 26.3216
41 221.6619 28.3099
42 224.3879 13.6861
43 227.4102 2.3297
44 229.1919 70.6417
45 230.9956 94.8355
46 243.1731 117.8833
47 249.4187 0.5086
48 253.8914 22.9344
49 257.2356 35.1484
50 267.5344 24.9850
51 280.0676 6.8173
52 285.7365 23.7669
53 296.6659 17.1441
54 304.8541 3.0164
55 308.4159 0.7582
56 314.4300 7.5522
57 317.0437 9.2531
58 327.0967 1.0243
59 338.1423 9.0936
60 366.0320 9.0877
NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
61 381.8881 2.8750
62 425.0003 72.9104
63 433.1753 46.5032
64 449.7627 54.6515
65 453.1267 32.8363
66 454.2652 31.3116
67 457.6722 30.6715
68 461.6648 46.8946
69 472.4824 9.8892
70 485.9271 79.1355
71 489.0285 21.2511
72 504.9767 27.4262
73 512.8253 6.2202
74 520.2208 42.0235
75 531.5264 37.2553
76 534.9918 6.2757
77 548.5225 54.6906
78 551.0483 47.1921
79 557.6667 22.4631
80 567.0486 44.8651
81 577.5475 247.0326
82 582.7791 105.7169
83 589.4278 39.6372
84t 593.7719 63.8280
85t 602.0192 207.8189
86t 607.5690 235.3652
87t 620.9062 128.9013
88t 630.0995 226.7652
89t 642.3136 46.5019
90t 646.4580 155.7202
91t 656.2139 245.2327
92t 659.7475 92.3092
93t 668.0591 88.0836
94t 678.1031 752.6557
95t 687.1452 86.4196
96t 702.2325 266.3036
97t 704.8812 97.3595
98t 711.5869 144.5530
99t 715.1892 66.1333
100t 725.8863 598.8691
101t 726.0798 18.1883
102t 730.7761 246.5783
103t 736.1656 277.1486
104t 744.0336 554.7832
105t 761.4750 271.4461
106t 775.7715 563.7792
107t 786.5512 479.5887
108t 805.5061 212.9173
109t 826.6848 229.7506
110t 845.7629 191.2681
111t 887.6214 524.4212
112t 923.2407 210.8728
113t 950.0147 288.1648
114t 1014.9949 128.1520
115b 1401.2013 312.9877
116b 1403.0314 627.4395
117b 1404.8169 265.9060
118b 1411.9292 63.9287
119b 1414.1855 237.2331
120b 1414.6760 480.1803
121b 1424.0139 304.7906
122b 1426.0145 322.1644
123b 1430.3473 297.6835
124b 1434.2284 77.0402
125b 1442.9373 116.7008
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NM ω [cm−1] IR Int. [Km/mole]
126b 1444.1623 105.5626
127b 1459.2322 55.3003
128b 1465.8496 252.0918
129b 1482.2478 140.3077
130b 1505.1507 42.7361
131b 1775.8533 82.3784
132b 1780.7273 68.7098
133b 1801.6979 332.8605
134b 1807.9136 66.8586
135s 3312.7170 920.6313
136s 3377.7305 741.7304
137s 3421.1305 761.8361
138s 3445.3287 168.4186
139s 3485.4299 175.0443
140s 3509.6340 116.0370
141s 3525.2414 27.1764
142s 3527.9472 11.8392
143s 3529.5426 406.7703
144s 3536.2221 608.4735
145s 3539.1759 168.8773
146s 3542.1608 517.6770
147s 3544.0015 105.2415
148s 3551.6796 422.3966
149s 3556.2138 104.4402
150s 3559.4252 140.9715
151s 3562.5905 344.5012
152s 3566.5079 71.2504
153s 3568.8607 31.6257
154s 3577.3367 111.0585
155s 3577.8583 220.6935
156s 3583.4466 183.5092
157s 3590.2972 17.7387
158s 3591.3690 14.5938
159s 3611.7321 8.8719
160s 3618.8579 235.6198
‘ 161s 3623.1189 386.5676
162s 3624.3597 98.4237
163s 3627.3709 210.1150
164s 3628.9811 88.7231
165s 3630.5375 639.2414
166s 3631.3807 548.9593
167s 3632.6677 305.9009
168f 3646.2015 105.3221
169f 3651.1285 183.1653
170f 3652.3160 143.6466
171f 3652.6720 169.0597
172f 3653.3819 24.7682
173f 3653.5148 97.5307
174f 3654.0199 236.1947
Notes. tOH torsion; bOH scissoring; sOH stretching; f free
OH.
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